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Experimental and Theoretical Studies of a Bond-Forming Reaction
Between CF22+ and X2O (X = H, D)
N. Lambert, S. D. Price and N. Kaltsoyannis
Department of Chemistry, University College London, 20 Gordon Street, London WC1H 0AJ, UK

Abstract
Currently unpublished work from UCL indicates the existence of a bond-forming reaction
between CF22+ and H2O to yield the product ion OCF+. In the current study, reactions of
CF22+ + D2O were monitored at laboratory-frame collision energies from 3.0 V to 12.0 V
using time-of-flight mass spectrometry. As with the collisions with H2O, reactions with D2O
also yield the OCF+ product. In addition, F+ and HF+ were not observed. This indicates that
the products of the bond-forming reaction are OCF+, H+ and neutral(s). Results also suggest
that greater yields of OCF+ are produced in collisions with D2O rather than with H2O.
Computational methods were used to probe the potential energy surfaces of the bondforming reactions of CF22+ + X2O (X = H, D). Optimized geometries and vibrational
frequencies of local extrema were calculated using the Gaussian98 program with both the
B3P86 and B3LYP methods. In all calculations the 6-311++G(2df,2pd) basis set was used.
These structures and their energies and frequencies as obtained by these two methods were
compared. Stationary-point energies were improved by performing single-point calculations
at the CCSD(T)/6-311++G(2df,2pd) level on geometries optimized at the hybrid levels. A
reactive mechanism loosely analogous to that presented by Mrásek et al. [1] for the bondforming reaction of CO22+ + H2 has been determined. The products OCF+ + H+ + HF were
found to lie on the lowest energy product channel asymptote, in agreement with experimental
results. Information obtained from these calculations was also used to determine rate
constants for these reactions using statistical Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus
quasiequilibrium theory [2].

Figure 1: A transition state on the CF22+ + H2O → OCF+ + H+ + HF reaction path
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Introduction
Dry etching processes using low temperature plasmas in Cl2 and in Cl2-noble gas or
nitrogen mixtures are common in the manufacture of semiconductor devices, but their
chemical mechanisms are often poorly understood. It was shown by F.X. Campos et al [1]
that hyperthermal Cl2 etches room temperature silicon at least ten times faster than thermal
Cl2 and that the etching rate increases significantly at Cl2 kinetic energies larger than 3 eV.
More detailed analysis of neutral mean kinetic energy of Ar, N2, Cl2 in ECR plasma source
has been carried out by R.S. Goodman et. al. [2]. This energy was varied between 0.04 and
0.45 eV. Enhancement in neutral mean kinetic energy has shown a strong correlation with ion
fluxes of atomic and molecular species out of the source for all source gases studied. The
average translation energy of Cl+ ions (determined by LIF Doppler method) gave values in the
range 0.24 – 0.61 eV. [3] These values depend also on the gas pressure. It is surprising, but
till now only S.G. Lias [4] has measured some reactions of positive inert gas ions with
chlorine by ICR method. No other reaction rate coefficient can be found in review papers
[5,6] besides our previous reported value [7]. Therefore the aim of this paper is to present the
results of the reaction rate constant measurements of Ar+, Ar++, N2+ ions with chlorine as a
function of mean relative kinetic energy.

Experimental apparatus
The Innsbruck Flow Drift Tube (IFDT) apparatus was used for the present investigation.
It has been described in detail in the literature [8], thus only a brief outline of its main features
needs to be given here. Ions were produced in a simple electron impact ion source operating
with variable electron energy instead of hollow cathode discharge source. These ions enter the
drift chamber through a small orifice of diameter 50 µm and through the helium, neon and
argon buffer gas under the influence of an electric field towards the downstream end plate of
the chamber, when part of the ions enter in the analyzing system (quadrupole mass
spectrometry) through an orifice in the end plate. A constant flow of buffer gas through the
drift tube is maintained at a small enough rate, so that the drift velocity of the ions is always
high relative to the bulk flow velocity of the buffer gas through the drift section. Addition of
chlorine gas (of research grade purity) to the buffer gas causes a decline of the count rate of
reactant ions (and an increase of new produced ions) from which the rate coefficient of the
reaction can be calculated in the usual way [8].
Measurements were performed at various E/N values, where E is the electric field strength
and N the buffer gas density in the drift section. The mean relative kinetic energy KEcm
between the ions and the neutral chlorine Cl2 was calculated using the Wanniers formula [9]
in the usual way. Then according to [10] the KEcm is expressed as:
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M (m + M i ) 2 3
vd + k T
(1)
2 (M + M i )
2
where M, m and Mi are the masses of the reactant neutral ( in our case Cl2 ), of the
buffer gas and of the reactant ions, respectively, vd is the drift velocity of the reactant ions in
the buffer gas, k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the neutral gas temperature (a room
temperature).
KECM =

Results and discussion
It is common that rate coefficients obtained in drift tube experiments are expressed as a
function of KEcm , derived using Eq.(1). Reaction rate coefficients obtained for the total
destruction of N2+, Ar+ and Ar++ by reaction with chlorine Cl2 as a function of KEcm are
shown in Fig. 1, Fig.2 and Fig.3, respectively for different buffer gas pressures.
The reaction of N2+ with Cl2 has the large reaction rate coefficients. The remarkable
changes of rate coefficients from 4 x 10-10 cm3s-1 to 2 x 10-9 cm3s-1 are observed in energy
range from thermal up to a few eV KEcm. The dominant reaction is
N2+ + Cl2 → Cl2+ + N2

(2)

and for it only decline was observed, so indicating that vibrationally excited N2+ either
reacts at the same rate as non-excited N2+ or that N2+(X, v = 0) is quenched faster (mainly in
He buffer gas) than it does react with Cl2. Similar rate coefficients for both vibrationally
excited and non excited N2+ could be expected in case of these two reactions, as both
reactions are fast, even at room temperature and in general fast reactions hardly ever show a
significant influence by the vibrational excitation of the ions.
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There are three important and energetically possible reactions of Ar+ ions with Cl2:
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Ar+ + Cl2 → Cl2+ + Ar
Ar+ + Cl2 → Cl+ + Cl + Ar
Ar+ + Cl2 → ArCl+ + Cl

more than 50 %
less than a few percent

(3)
(4)
(5)

The branching ratio between reaction (3) and (4) was measured only for near thermal
energy KEcm. This ratio is similar to that observed by Lias [4] and R.S.Goodman [2]. The
present results for total reaction rate coefficient of Ar+ with Cl2 shown in Fig.2 are about of
one order higher than those presented by Lias. (1.5 x 10-10 cm3s-1) [4].
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Fig. 3 Rate coefficients k for the reaction of A++ ions with Cl2 in
argon in dependence on the mean relative kinetic energy

The reaction of doubly ionized argon ions Ar++ with chlorine Cl2 is important for
excimer laser. It can be expressed as
Ar++ + Cl2 → ArCl+ + Cl+

(6)

with an exothermicity of about 13 eV.
Results of our measurements are presented in Fig. 3. It can be seen that this rate constant is of
order 1 x 10-9 cm3s-1 what is about 3 times higher than that ones ( 4 x 10-10 cm3s-1) measured
by I. Kuen with F. Howorka [11] and ( 2.9 x 10–10 cm3s-1) by S.G. Lias [4].

Conclusions
We have shown that the N2+, Ar+ and Ar++ positive ions react with chlorine Cl2 very
fast and that the corresponding reaction rate coefficients depends on the mean relative kinetic
energy KEcm. In the case of the reaction of Ar+ with Cl2, its reaction coefficient depends
also on the buffer gas. It can imply the enhancement of Cl2+ ions during etching of Si in the
Ar/Cl2 mixtures. The reaction of He+, Ne+ and Kr+ with chlorine Cl2 has been also
investigated. The results of these measurements will be published elsewhere [12].
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Introduction:
Collisions of polyatomic and cluster ions with surfaces provide information about
structure, energetics and reactivity of the projectiles. Well defined amounts of energy can be
deposited into the scattered ions, the distribution of the excitation energy being relatively
narrow. Within the last years especially the study of cluster-ion/surface collisions has
attracted the interest of researchers, with the aim to learn about reactions induced within the
aggregate, between the aggregate and the substrate or modification of the latter by
implantation of clusters.
In addition to being of fundamental importance, reactions of polyatomic molecular ions
and cluster ions with surfaces are also relevant to technological applications, such as (i)
secondary ion mass spectrometry, (ii) reactive scattering for surface analysis, (iii) surface
induced dissociation for structural analysis, (iv) surface modifications for the preparation of
novel electronic materials (plasma processing) and (v) plasma-wall interactions in electrical
discharges and fusion plasmas.

Experimental:
Experiments were carried out on a tandem mass spectrometer system called BESTOF (Bsector, E-sector, Surface, Time-Of-Flight MS). Neutral clusters are produced in a supersonic
expansion source and are ionized by electron impact in a Nier-type ion source. The ions
produced are extracted from the ion source region and accelerated to 3 keV for mass (and
energy) analysis by a double-focusing two-sector-field mass spectrometer. After passing the
mass spectrometer exit slit, the ions are refocused by an Einzel lens and decelerated to the
required collision energy before interacting with the target surface. Field penetration effects
are minimized by shielding the target with conical shield plates. The incident impact angle of
the projectile ions is kept at 45o and the scattering angle (defined as a deflection from the
incident beam direction) is fixed at 91o. The collision energy of ions impacting on the surface
is defined by the potential difference between the ion source and the surface. The potential
difference (hence, the collision energy) can be varied from about zero to about 2 keV with a
typical resolution of about 200 meV (full width at half maximum). The collision energy and a
measure of the projectile beam energy spread was measured by applying to the target a
retarding potential and measuring the (reflected) total ion signal as a function of the target
potential. A fraction of the product ions formed at the surface exits the shielded chamber
through a 1 mm diameter orifice. The ions are then subjected to a pulsed extraction-andacceleration field which initiates the time-of-flight analysis of the ions. The second mass
analyzer is a linear time-of-flight mass selector with a flight tube of about 80 cm length. The
mass selected ions are detected by a double-stage multi-channelplate which is connected to a
multi-channel scaler (time resolution of 5 ns per channel) and a laboratory computer.
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Results:
In experiments on the surface collisions of acetonitrile molecular cations, both, simple
dissociations of the projectile ion and chemical reactions involving H-atom transfer from the
surface material (followed by dissociations of the protonated projectile ion formed) were
observed. Results obtained for the dimer ions (CD3CN)2+ indicate the formation of the
protonated acetonitrile ions via surface-induced reactions in two ways: (i) an intra-cluster ionmolecule reaction followed by dissociation to form CD3CND+, and (b) a hydrogen pick-up
reaction from the surface material during the interaction of the dimer ion with the surface
leading to CD3CNH+. A simple model based on the Brauman double-well potential, suggested
earlier to explain the occurrence of analogous reactions in acetone cluster ion - surface
interactions, accounts well for the formation of both products. Considerable amounts of nondissociated dimer ions were observed after acetonitrile dimer cation -surface collisions with
energies up to 25 eV. Similarly, both trimer ions (up to 20 eV) and dimer ions (up to 30 eV)
were observed in acetonitrile trimer cation - surface interactions. This indicates that
unimolecular dissociation kinetics governs the product formation for these cluster ion- surface
interactions.
The second system investigated in the frame of the present work deals with the collisions
of ethanol monomer cations (C2H5OH+) as well as protonated ethanol monomer, dimer and
trimer cations, (C2H5OH)nH+ (n = 1-3), with a stainless steel surface covered by several
monolayers of hydrocarbons. While we studied the interaction of ethanol molecular cations in
the first line to determine the amount of translational energy transferred into internal degrees
of freedom upon the collision process, secondary ion mass spectra obtained after surface
collisions of protonated ethanol monomer and cluster cations gave evidence of the
unimolecular decomposition of surface excited cluster ions via the sequential loss of
monomeric units. Breakdown pattern of molecular ions without a neutral precursor were
derived for the first time.
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1. Introduction
In the manufacture of ultra-large-scale-integrated circuits, it is necessary to fabricate
predetermined patterns on a scale of less than 0.1 µm and fine structures with an aspect ratio
of more than 10 on a silicon wafers with diameters of greater 30 cm. This process requires a
well collimated, spatially uniform, high density plasma source operating under low pressure
conditions The main feed gases used by the plasma etching industry are perfluorocarbons
(CF4, C2F6, C3F8, CHF3, and c-C4F8) however these are also strong greenhouse gases and
therefore, under the terms of the Kyoto Protocol, must be replaced by alternative compounds
that have low ‘global warming potentials’ [1]. One possible replacement is CF3I, which due to
its high photolysis rate, is expected to have a very short lifetime in the atmosphere. CF3I is
also predicted to be able to produce high yields of CF3 radical in any etching plasma since it
should be possible to break the weak C-I bond by direct electron impact.
Prior to adapting existing industrial plasma reactors to use CF3I as a feed gas it is
necessary to run simulations of the reactant plasma, such simulations require a detailed
database of the electron interactions with the feed gases (and their dissociation products).
However at present there is a lack of data on electron interactions CF3I. Thus we have
performed an exhaustive series of measurements to measure elastic and inelastic scattering
from CF3I including an exhaustive study of its electronic state spectroscopy using both photon
absorption and electron scattering techniques.

2. Experimental
Two experimental methods were used in these investigations: electron energy loss
spectroscopy (EELS) and photo-absorption spectroscopy. Electron scattering experiments
were performed both at University College London and Sophia University Tokyo.
Measurements of the angular dependence of any discrete electron scattering process were
made by studying the intensity of the scattered electron signal at one specific energy loss and
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at fixed impact energy. In order to study resonances, the analyser was tuned to transmit only
electrons corresponding to a specific energy-loss channel and the count rate measured as a
function of impact energy. Absolute cross sections were obtained using the well known
relative flow technique using helium as the comparison gas.
The photo-absorption spectra were recorded using synchrotron radiation at both the
ultraviolet vacuum line (UV1) of the Astrid facility at Aarhus University, Denmark and on
beam line 3.1 at the UK Daresbury synchrotron facility. In addition, temperature dependent
measurements at long wavelengths were made using the Molecular Structure Facility at the
UK Rutherford Appleton laboratory. Absolute photo-absorption cross sections were derived
using the Beer-Lambert law:
(1)

I = I0 exp(-nσx)

where n is the target gas number density, σ is the absorption cross section, and x is the path
length.
The CF3I gas was purchased from Argo international for the European experiments and
from Takachiho Chemicals Co. Ltd for the experiments performed in Japan all gases were
quoted to have a purity of greater than 99.999%.

3. RESULTS
3.1 Elastic scattering and vibrational excitation

Vibrational Excitation Cross Sections for CF 3I against
Incident Electron Energy at Different deflection Angles
And Constant Energy Loss = 0.14eV.
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Figure 1:

A comprehensive set of differential cross sections for elastic scattering CF3I over the
impact energy region from 1.5 to 60eV for scattering angles between 20° and 130° has been
compiled. These will be presented at the conference. At low incident energies (< 6 eV) a steep
increase in the cross section is observed at small scattering angles which may be attributed to
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the large permanent dipole-moment of CF3I. As the energy increases from 6 to 8 eV, a new
structure emerges around 90°. This energy region corresponds to the position of a shape
resonance observed in alkanes and fluoroalkanes.
To probe the formation of temporary negative ions (resonances) in electron scattering, the
vibrational excitation function for the 0.14 eV energy-loss peak (mainly the CF3 stretching
modes) was measured. This is shown in Figure 1. Below 4 eV there is a steep increase in
cross section and above this energy there are some overlapping structures, i.e. a peak at 5.5
eV, a shoulder at 8 eV, and a long tail up to 12 eV. These provide evidence for the presence of
shape resonances associated with the composed symmetry of a1 (C-Fσ*) and e (C-Iπ*) MO’s.
3.2 Electronic state spectroscopy
Photo-absorption cross sections measured by both photon impact and electron energy loss
spectroscopy between 4 eV (300 nm) and 11.6 eV (110 nm) areown in figure 2. Electron
energy-loss spectroscopy provides an alternative methodology for probing the excited states
of atoms and molecules. At large scattering angles and low incident energies forbidden
transitions dominate the observed Electron Energy Loss Spectrum (EELS) while at small
scattering angles and high incident energies allowed transitions are dominant [2]. At electron
energies in excess of 100 eV and scattering angle of zero degrees, EEL spectra may be
directly compared to photo-absorption results, giving cross sectional data free of any
saturation or pressure effects. We have used this technique to explore the photo-absorption
cross section of CF3I above 11 eV, the cut off of the optical window in the synchrotron
experiments.

Comparison of Electronic Excitation Cross
Sections with Photoabsorption Spectrum.

EELS = DCS (10^-16cm^2)
Photoabsorption = arb units for comparison
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Figure 2:
The photo-absorption spectrum is characterized by three distinct regions. The first region
is a very weak continuum around centered about 4.7 eV. The second consists of four
prominent band structures observed at around 7.4, 8.1, 9.0, and 9.8 eV, respectively and
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contains vibrational structure from 7 to 10 eV. The third region (above the ionisation
potential) could only be studied by using EELS and shows additional broad peaks. The lowest
band is more enhanced at lower incident electron energies suggesting that forbidden
transitions are important in this region of the spectrum, while the next four bands show
greater differential cross sections at higher incident energies, a trend characteristic of optically
allowed transitions.
The broad and weak continuous X → A absorption feature centered at 4.66 eV (266 nm)
with a local maximum cross section of 0.67 Mb is a result of the excitation to an antibonding
orbital along the C – I bond (n → σ*) of the CF3I molecule. This band has been assigned to
transitions from the ground X state to the excited A state of the CF3I molecule. Special
attention has been devoted to A band (350-200 nm) excitation due to the prompt dissociation
along the C-I bond caused by the strong repulsive nature of the excited state. Dissociation
into a ground state (fluorinated)-alkyl radical (CF3) and a ground-state I (= I (2P2/3)) or
excited-state I* (= I (2P1/2)) provides a source of radicals for etching silicon wafers in
industrial plasma reactors. Absolute photo-absorption cross sections for the A band have been
reported in two earlier experiments [3,4] but disagree in the magnitude of the cross section.
The present synchrotron results agree well with the data of Fahr et al [3] while the MSF data
match the results of Rattigan and Cox [4]. Further details on the classification of higher lying
excited states of CF3I will be presented at the meeting.
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MICRA : A mobile FTICR mass spectrometer based on a permanent
magnet
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Performances of a new, compact, easy to move and operate FTICR ion-trap/mass
spectrometer will be discussed.
Combining successfully mobility with the FTICR high mass resolution and powerful ion
manipulation techniques opens up new fields of application, in particular when on-line or insitu measurements are necessary.
Experiments where trapped ions must be irradiated with intense photon fluxes from a large
scale non movable facility (like a Free Electron Laser) are planned, with emphasis on ion
structure determination in the gas phase via IR multi-photon excitation/dissociation as a
function of wavelength.
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The reactions of ions with neutral molecules play a significant, and often dominant, role in
the chemistry of many gaseous plasma environments, including the interstellar medium,
planetary ionospheres and industrial plasmas. This has led to many publications reporting
ion-molecule reaction rate coefficients and reaction pathways (product ion distributions).
Such critical data are invaluable in the understanding of the formation and abundance of ions
and neutral molecules present in natural and man-made plasmas, and to predict how such
plasmas chemically and physically evolve.
There have been many studies investigating the positive ion chemistry of
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) [1], and a number of studies have explored the positive ion
chemistry of their replacements, the perfluorocarbons (PFCs) [2-5]. In part these studies have
been undertaken because of their relevance to plasmas, and of more specific interest in terms
of their relevance to industrial plasma processing. Halogenated molecules are commonly
used in plasma processes. In contrast to fluorinated and/or chlorinated species, little attention
has been directed to the reactions of positive ions with bromine containing molecules. Yet a
systematic study of these reactions permits useful comparison with the ion chemistry of fully
and partially fluorinated/chlorinated compounds. This in turn improves our fundamental
understanding of ion-molecule reactions, and ultimately leads, for example, to better models
to predict the optimum conditions needed to operate industrial plasma processes.
In this paper the thermal bimolecular rate coefficients and product ion branching ratios for
the reactions of the positive ions (in order of increasing recombination energy) H2O+, N2O+,
O+, CO2+, CO+, N+, and N2+ with the bromine containing molecules CF3Br, CF2Br2, CFBr3,
CF2BrCl, CFBr2Cl, CBrCl3, CH3Br, CH2Br2, CH2FBr, CHF2Br, CHFBr2, CH2BrCl, CHBrCl2,
CHBr2Cl, CF3CF2Br, and CF2BrCF2Br at 300 K are reported. This represents the most
comprehensive investigation of the positive ion chemistry of brominated molecules to date,
with nearly all of the experimental data being presented here for the first time. Only the
reactions of H2O+ with CF3Br [6, 7], and O+ with CHF2Br [8] have been previously reported.
Related to this study is a recent study by Španel and Smith [9], who report the reaction rate
coefficients and product ion distributions for the reactions of NO+ and O2+ with CH3Br and
CH3CH2Br. Also reported in this paper are the reactions of H2O+ with CH3CH2Br,
CH2BrCH2Cl, and CH2BrCH2Br. All the reactions are efficient, with all the experimental
reaction rate coefficients being greater than 10-9 cm3 molecule-1 s-1. Dissociative charge
transfer is considered to be the dominant reaction mechanism.
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1. Abstract
We investigated the spoiling of meat. Beef (pork) were wrapped into different kinds of
packages (air and vacuum) and stored at 4 °C for 10 (13) days. We measured the emitted
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in the course of time and found a large increase in these
emissions after a few days of storage. Also a large difference in the spoiling behavior between
vacuum- and air- packed meat was observed.

2. Introduction
The preservation of appearance and quality is essential during the distribution and
merchandising of perishable products like raw meat. The only criterion consumers have at the
point of purchase to select meat cuts is visual appearance. Retail appearance is influenced by
numerous factors, including species and muscle of origin, duration of aging, display lighting,
temperature (1) and numbers of microorganisms (2).
The principal function of preservative packaging is to delay biodeterioration by
restricting the growth of spoilage microorganisms, but to be commercially useful abiotic
deterioration must also be controlled – like preservation of the meat color. Delaying the
bacterial spoilage of raw meat requires good hygienic condition of the product and low
storage temperatures as well as the use of preservative packaging. Under aerobic conditions,
the dominant spoilage microorganisms are strictly aerobic pseudomonads. They produce
offensive byproducts that cause putrid odors and flavors. Under vacuum, the anaerobic
conditions prevent growth of the pseudomonads, the microflora is composed mainly of
lactobacilli. If the initial numbers of spoilage bacteria are small, meat will be spoiled slowly
by the relatively innocuous byproducts of lactic bacteria. Storage at low temperatures results
in reduced growth of spoilage bacteria (3).
The method currently used for determining the status of meat, with respect to spoilage, is
analysis of the counts of total bacteria and/or specific spoilage bacteria. An obvious drawback
with a bacteriological method is the incubation period of 1-2 days that is required for colony
formation. For enrichment cultures several days are needed.
In the present work we have measured the concentrations of several “spoiling compounds”
in the headspace air of different kinds of meat that was stored at 4 °C. We compared beef and
pork as well as the effect of different kinds of packaging (normal air and vacuum). The goal
of these investigations is to replace the time-consuming bacteriological method by fast
headspace air measurements to facilitate the investigation of a huge number of meat samples
in very short time and to determine the remaining shelf-life of meat during storage from the
emissions.

3. Experimental
The measurements were performed using a Proton-Transfer-Reaction-Mass-Spectrometer
(PTR-MS) system that allows for on-line monitoring of the concentrations of volatile organic
compounds (VOCs). The system and measuring procedure has been described in detail in
Refs. (4) and (5). The meat samples (about 15 g) were placed in a glass flask (300 ml) that
was incubated at 25 °C. The headspace air was drawn at 114 ml/min by a vacuum pump, 14
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ml/min of which was led through a heated teflon transfer line into the PTR-MS system for online analysis. The mass spectrometric data were collected for m = 20–260 amu.
The meat samples were all cut from the same piece of meat, and each of them was
separately packed and stored at 4 °C in a refrigerator. The emissions of 22 pork samples
packed in normal air were measured one by one in the course of 13 days. Seventeen beef
samples packed in normal air and 16 beef samples packed in vacuum were investigated in the
same way for 10 days. An additional experiment was to measure the VOCs of vacuum-packed
beef that was exposed to air after unpacking and incubated for 2 days at 25 °C after a storage
time of 6.4 days at 4 °C.

4. Results
In a first set of measurements we investigated the emissions of the pork samples in the
course of time. Typical spoiling compounds (6) detected on mass 89 (ethylacetate,
methylpropionate, propylformate) are shown in Fig. 1. The concentrations started to
exponentially increase after 3.5 days. After about 6 days the concentrations remained more or
less unchanged. This behavior of the emitted VOCs corresponds to a typical bacterial growth
curve. An initial lag phase where the bacteria get used to the medium components is followed
by an exponential increase in the bacterial biomass. After reaching a maximum, a stationary
phase is obtained for a certain time before the number of bacteria decreases. We noticed the
same trend in the emitted concentrations of many compounds like those shown in Fig 1.
Therefore, we conclude that bacteria produce these components.
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Fig. 1: Concentration of typical spoiling compounds emitted by pork pieces that were
stored at 4 °C for 13 days.

In a second set of measurements we compared the VOCs emitted by beef under aerobic
(normal packed) and anaerobic (vacuum-packed) conditions. The results are shown in Fig. 2
A. While the typical spoiling compounds ethylacetate, methylpropionate and propylformate
(C3-esters) strongly increased with time in the case of the normal air-packed beef, the
vacuum-packed beef showed a strong increase of ethanol. That confirms what we expected.
Under anaerobic conditions (vacuum) mainly heterofermentative lactic bacteria are
metabolically active and produce ethanol beside of lactic acid.
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Fig. 2: A) Comparison of the emissions of normal air-packed and vacuum-packed beef in the
course of time: The C3-esters (ethylacetate, methylpropionate, propylformate) are
typical spoiling compounds emitted under aerobic conditions (normal air packed beef),
and ethanol is typically emitted under anaerobic conditions (vacuum-packed beef). B)
A vacuum-packed beef sample was stored after a first measurement (storage time =
6.4 d at 4°C) unwrapped in an open glass flask for 2 days at 25 °C, and emissions were
measured 6.5 and 49.25 h after the first measurement. Ethanol, the typical spoiling
compound emitted by vacuum-packed meat, strongly decreased and the C3-esters
increased.
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We measured also the VOCs of beef that was initially vacuum packed, stored for 6.4 days
at 4 °C, afterwards unwrapped and exposed to air for 2 days at 25 °C. What we can see in Fig.
2 B is that the ethanol concentration was strongly decreasing while the concentration of the
C3-esters was increasing. It seems that aerobic bacteria (producing C3-esters) replaced the
lactic bacteria (producing ethanol) with time. However, lactic acid bacteria can grow under
aerobic conditions but stop ethanol production.
Moreover, the present results indicate, that the emissions of pork and beef under aerobic
conditions (normal air packed) are quite similar.

5. Conclusion
In the present work we have found that the time dependence of some VOCs emitted by
spoiling meat seems to be comparable to a bacterial growth curve. We have shown big
differences in the emissions of normal air- and vacuum-packed meat, which result from
different bacteria living under aerobic and anaerobic conditions.
Encouraged by these results we will repeat the measurements and additionally we will
carry out a bacteriological examination at the same time. The aim of these experiments is to
replace bacteriological examination by fast measurements of the VOC concentrations in the
headspace air of the meat sample to facilitate the investigation of a huge number of pieces of
meat in very short time and to determine the maximum storage time and storage temperature
from the emissions. One also could use this method to investigate the growth of bacteria or
the changes in the microbial composition.
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ABSTRACT
We report the results of experiments aimed at the investigation of the destruction of sporeforming bacteria, which are believed to be among the most resistant microorganisms, using a
novel atmospheric-pressure dielectric capillary electrode discharge plasma. Various wellcharacterized cultures of Bacillus subtilis were prepared, subjected to atmospheric-pressure
plasma jets emanating from a plasma shower reactor operated either in He or in air (N2/O2
mixture) at various power levels and exposure times, and analyzed after plasma treatment.
Reductions in colony-forming units ranged from 104 (He plasma) to 108 (air plasma) for
plasma exposure times of less than 10 minutes.

I. Introduction
The interaction of plasmas with chemical and biological agents, in particular in the context
of sterilization and decontamination has received much attention in recent years [1-5].
Particular emphasis has been on the utilization of atmospheric-pressure plasmas as they do not
require operation in costly vacuum enclosures and thus facilitate the convenient and low-cost
treatment of large surface areas. However, atmospheric-pressure discharge plasmas are
highly susceptible to instabilities and the generation and reliable maintenance of uniform,
large-volume discharge plasmas at or near atmospheric pressure remain formidable
challenges. A new concept to generate and maintain atmospheric-pressure plasmas over a
wide range of operating conditions was developed at Stevens Institute of Technology [6,7].
The atmospheric-pressure plasma is produced using a patented capillary dielectric electrode
discharge concept [7] that employs dielectric capillaries that cover one or both electrodes of
the discharge reactor. The capillaries serve as plasma sources, which produce jets of highintensity plasma at atmospheric pressure in a variety of carrier gases under the right operating
conditions.
Spore-forming bacteria, in particular bacteria of the genera Bacillus, are believed to be
among the most resistant microorganisms. The species Bacillus subtilis has received
particular attention, as these bacteria are easy to grow in a reproducible fashion under
chemically well-defined conditions. As a result, Bacillus subtilis has been the species of
choice in many sterilization experiments in the past (see e.g. Refs. [8] and [9] and references
therein to earlier work). Reliable and reproducible experimental data on sterilization rates
have been obtained by different investigators using a variety of methods and can readily be
compared.
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In this paper, we report the results of experiments aimed at the quantitative determination
of the destruction of spore-forming bacteria using a novel atmospheric-pressure plasma
shower reactor [6,7]. We established a straightforward protocol to prepare and characterize
various bacteria including Bacillus subtilis on either glass or aluminum surface supports and
analyze the samples after treatment by atmospheric-pressure plasma jets emanating from the
plasma reactor using either in He or air (N2/O2 mixture) as a carrier gas at varying power
levels and exposure times. We found significant reductions in colony-forming units ranging
from 104 (He plasma) to 108 (air plasma) for plasma exposure times of less than 10 minutes.

II. Experimental Details
II.1 The Atmospheric-Pressure Capillary Electrode Plasma
The atmospheric-pressure plasma jets are produced using a patented capillary dielectric
electrode discharge concept [6,7], which employs dielectric capillaries that cover one or both
electrodes of the discharge reactor (see fig. 1). The capillaries produce jets of high-intensity
plasma at atmospheric pressure under the right operating conditions. The plasma jets emerge
from the end of the capillary and form a “plasma electrode” for the main discharge plasma.
Under the right combination of capillary geometry, dielectric material, and exciting electric
field, a steady state can be achieved. In the present study we used PlasmaSol’s patented
system [10] either with pure He, air (N2/O2 mixture), or a combination thereof as a carrier gas.
The plasma jets emanating from the plasma source were fired against well-characterized
cultures placed either on glass or aluminum substrates. In the course of this work we
determined both the cell kill rate of the microorganism caused by the plasma exposure as well
as the removal of the residual biomass from the respective substrate (cleaning).

Fig. 1: Schematic diagram of the Plasma Reactor.

II.2 Characteristics of the Micro-organisms
We used several Bacillus subtilis strains as prototypical examples of spore-forming
bacteria. In some cases, we also used non-spore-forming bacteria (Pseudomonas fluorescens
ATCC 1474) for selected experiments. The growth kinetics of the selected bacteria as well as
the cultivation conditions that were used in the present work has been described previously
[11,12]. The bacteria were sub-cultured on Difco nutrient broth slants. The spore suspensions
were obtained from homogeneous batch cultures grown on chemically defined media.
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III.3 Sample Preparation and Analysis

The protocol for the preparation of the samples for plasma treatment and for
establishing reliable bacterial counts after the plasma treatment consists of the
following steps:
(i) 100 µl of the stock spore suspension was distributed evenly across a standard microscope
slide within an area of 22 x 50 mm2 and air-dried in a laminar-flow hood. This resulted
in an essentially continuous monolayer of biofilm on the slide with patches of bare glass
(total surface coverage in the range from 70% to 80%). Alternatively, the suspension
(200 µl in this case) was placed on aluminum substrates in an area of 50 x 50 mm2.
(ii) The samples were then exposed to various plasma treatments.
(iii) After the plasma treatment the biomass was removed from the glass/aluminum substrate
by dispensing a small amount of Tween 80 solution on the surface, removing the wet
biofilm from the substrate surface, and placing it in a Petri dish. This procedure was
repeated until most bacterial mass was removed from the substrate as determined by
optical density measurements of the bacterial count on the substrates using direct
microscopy. We routinely achieved removal rates of up to (and in some cases exceeding)
90%.
(iv) The resulting cell suspension was transferred from the Petri dish into a test tube and
sonicated to disrupt cell aggregates before carrying out the following analytical steps:
● determination of the concentration of colony forming units (CFUs) by plating
● determination of the viability of cells by micro cultivation on agar films [13]
● determination of the viability of cells by staining and direct microscopy [14,15]
● determination of the total amount of solid mass and released nucleic acid by UV/VIS
spectrophotometry
● determination of the total number of residual active cells by respirometry
measurements

III. Results and Discussion
In a first step, we measured the UV/VIS absorption spectrum of the spore suspension
before and after several minutes of plasma treatment. The UV absorption spectrum of a
suspension of Bacillus subtilis shows an increase in the absorption of the plasma-treated
sample below 300 nm with a local maximum around 260 nm. This is attributed to the
presence of extra-cellular compounds that are released during the plasma treatment, most
likely DNA, RNA, and proteins and thus indicates the destruction of the cell by the plasma.
However, the increased absorption provides only a qualitative measure of the cell kill rate.
A more quantitative measure of the efficiency of the plasma treatment on the destruction
of the bacteria is the rate constant, k, for cell destruction (the so-called cell “kill” rate). The
kill rate k is determined from a series of experiments in which samples are exposed to the
plasma for varying periods of time (under otherwise constant plasma operating conditions)
and the number of destroyed cells is plotted versus the plasma exposure time. The CFU
number per ml solution plotted as a function of exposure time, y(t) follows an exponential law
of the form
(1)

y(t) = y0 . e-(k t)

where y0 denotes the initial cell density at t = 0 and k is the cell kill rate. When plotted on a
semi-log scale, the data fall on a straight line whose slope allows the determination of “k”. It
is often more convenient to introduce a cell half-life, t1/2, which is defined as t1/2 = ln(2)/k and
denotes the time required to destroy half the cell population for a given plasma treatment.
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The cell half-life is a particularly useful quantity when one needs to determine the required
plasma exposure to achieve a pre-determined sterilization rate, e.g. a cell destruction of 4
orders of magnitude (i.e. by a factor of 10,000). With our plasma shower reactor operating in
air as the carrier gas, which is of particular utility in many practical applications, we achieved
cell kill rates of up to 1.6 min-1 for glass samples corresponding to a cell half-life of t1/2 = 0.43
min and a plasma exposure time of a little more than 5 min for a cell destruction by a factor of
10,000.
Lastly, we also used the plasma shower reactor with He as a carrier case to treat both airdried biofilms of spores and vegetative cells and bacterial suspensions on aluminum samples.
Because it is in principle more difficult to generate and maintain atmospheric-pressure plasma
jets that fire against a conducting substrate (as opposed to firing against the insulating glass
substrate), we had to work with lower plasma currents (and consequently with lower plasma
densities) in the experiments that used the aluminum substrates. As a result, we obtained
lower cell kill rates under these circumstances of about 0.1 min-1.
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1. Introduction
The evolution of crystalline structure in small elemental clusters, and the convergence of
their binding energy towards the bulk value, have been central topics in cluster science.
Neutral inert gas clusters have served as model systems because the low computational power
that was available decades ago restricted searches for the minimum energy structure to
systems with pair-wise additive interaction potentials [1, 2]. Early mass spectrometric analysis
of xenon clusters [3] revealed intriguing qualitative agreement with computational work, but
it was soon realized that those mass spectra revealed properties of charged, rather than
neutral, clusters [4, 5]. The binding energy of charged clusters may be measured by analyzing
the kinetic energy released in the metastable decay of mass selected parent ions. In the present
work we use finite heat bath theory to determine the binding energies of argon, neon, krypton,
oxygen and nitrogen clusters from their respective average kinetic energy releases.

2. Experimental
Details of the experimental arrangement have been published elsewhere [6]. In brief, the
apparatus consists of a high-resolution double focusing two-sector field mass spectrometer of
reversed Nier-Johnson type geometry. The clusters are produced by expanding the gas from a
stagnation chamber with a pressure of about 1-10 bar through a nozzle (diameter 10 µm or 20
µm) into a vacuum of about 10-7 torr. The ensuing neutral clusters are ionised by an electron
beam of variable energy and current. The cluster ions are then extracted by an electric field
and accelerated by 3 kV into the spectrometer. They pass through the first field free region,
are then momentum-analyzed by a magnetic sector field, enter a second field-free region
(length 33.3 cm), pass through a 90° electric sector field and are finally detected by a
channeltron.
MIKE (mass-analyzed ion kinetic energy) spectra are measured to investigate decay
reactions of mass-selected ions [7]. Spectra are recorded as follows: The magnet is tuned to
the mass of the parent ion, mp, while the electrostatic sector field voltage U is scanned. Stable
singly charged ions will have a kinetic energy of 3 keV and pass at the nominal sector field
voltage of Up = 510 V. Daughter ions (mass md), formed in the 2ff in a spontaneous decay
reaction, will then pass at a voltage
(1)
md

Ud =

mp

Up

This equation relates the position of a daughter ion peak to the position of the parent ion
peak in a MIKE spectrum. In practice, the parent ion peak will have a finite width and a
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distinct shape that will also be imposed on the daughter ion peak. If no kinetic energy were
released in the decay reaction, the daughter ion peak would have the same shape as the parent
ion peak, only scaled by the ratio of the electric sector field voltages Ud/Up. However, any
kinetic energy release (KER) in the reaction will modify the peak shape of the daughter ion. If
the MIKE peak is strictly Gaussian, then the average kinetic energy can be extracted from its
full-width-at-half-maximum, ∆U, from the width of the daughter ion ∆U has to be corrected
for the finite width of the parent ion by deconvoluting the fragment ion signal with the parent
ion signal.
2

 ∆U 
(2)

 x 2.16
U 
 p 
Gaussian peaks are observed when the decaying ensemble is (i) prepared in a way that the
internal energy is equally partitioned over all degrees of freedom and (ii) no reverse activation
barrier prevents the production of ions with low kinetic energies. The cluster ions are
produced with a distribution of internal energies in the ion source, but only a distinct subensemble of these ions will decay in the experimental time window of about 20 to 60 µs
which we sample by the MIKE scan technique, depending on the mass of the selected cluster
ion. At this time the excess energy is uniformly distributed among all degrees of freedom and
thus we can model the decay reactions with statistical theories. Details of the data analysis
have been presented elsewhere [8].
z 2 m 2U
< KER >= 2 1 acc
16 z1 m2 m3

3. Results and discussion
The smallest cluster ion for which we observe here statistical driven metastable monomer
evaporation is five. The shape of the metastable peaks observed in this work is Gaussian
hence the average kinetic energy release in the center-of-mass system <KER> is extracted
from the width of the peaks with help of eq. 2. Given the KER and the fact that the KER
distributions are Gaussian we can apply finite heat bath theory to derive the transition state
temperatures and the dissociation energies of the cluster ions, (for details see Ref. [8-13]).
In Fig.1 we show as an example binding energy values for neon, argon and krypton cluster
ions. The solid dots are derived by using a constant Gspann factor of γ = 23.5. Also shown (as
a solid line slightly above the solid dots) are binding energies obtained with a more carefully
chosen, size-dependent Gspann factor. The latter binding energies are 10 to 15 % larger than
the former, depending on cluster size n and monomer mass. The corresponding deviations in
the Gspann factor from the commonly accepted value of γ = 23.5 [11] are smaller, but they
exceed the uncertainty of 6 % that Klots had suggested for γ for small and medium-sized
clusters, for a variety of different systems and k = 105 s-1 [12]. Hence, the common practice of
using a constant Gspann factor for different cluster sizes, monomer masses and mass
spectrometers is questionable.
Included in Fig. 1 are binding energies of argon cluster ions recently measured in our lab
[13]. The reader is referred to that report for a comparison with experimental results obtained
by Stace and co-workers [14,15], and for a detailed comparison with Engelking’s alternative
procedure [16] to derive binding energies from average KER values.
For the inert gases Ne, Ar and Kr, the binding energies initially decrease with increasing
size n and then level off at a value above the enthalpy of vaporization of the condensed phase
[17] which is indicated in Fig. 1 as a solid horizontal line. Beyond this general decrease, there
are no features that are common to all three systems. The local variations for larger cluster
sizes are probably statistical. It should be noted, though, that neither the geometric structure of
small inert gas cluster ions nor the size dependence of their stabilities are expected to follow a
common trend. For example, the size distributions observed after electron impact ionization
of neutral clusters are notably different in this size range [18-21]. Experiments and
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computations at various levels of sophistication suggest that the structure of the ionic core
may well be different for neon, argon, krypton and xenon cluster ions [22-27]. Results for
calculated binding energies (Ne [27] and Ar [24]) are designated by the dotted lines in Fig. 1.
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Fig.1: Full dots: Binding energies of Ne, Ar and Kr cluster ions calculated from the average
KER with finite heat bath theory and a constant Gspann factor of γ = 23.5. Solid line:
Same, but with a more appropriate, size-dependent Gspann factor. Open dots: Results
from high-pressure gas phase experiments [28]. Dashed horizontal line: Enthalpy of
vaporization of the bulk [17]. Dotted lines: Binding energies calculated for Nen+ [27]
and Arn+ [24].
Also shown in Fig. 1 are thermochemical stabilities (∆Ho values, open dots) determined by
Hiraoka and Mori from van’t Hoff plots of ionic clustering equilibria in a high-pressure mass
spectrometer source [28]. These values are significantly below the values obtained by us.
However, as pointed out by Klots [12], these measurements are subject to systematic errors
which arise from evaporation of cluster ions before mass analysis is accomplished.
We have applied the same method in order to measure kinetic energy release for decaying
N2 and O2 clusters ions and derived binding energies from the kinetic energy release data of
these metastable decay reactions. Both, average kinetic energy release <KER> data derived
from the peak shapes and the time dependence of the metastable fractions of stoichionmetric
oxygen cluster ions show a characteristic dependence on cluster size (U-shape) indicating a
change in the metastable fragmentation mechanism when going from the dimer to the
dekamer ion. The binding energy results obtained are in fair agreement with previous results
based on gas phase ion equilibria measurements and the corresponding bulk value.
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Low energy electron interaction with HCOOH and CH3NO2
Andrzej Pelc, Wolfgang Sailer, Herwig Drexel, Paul Scheier, Tilmann D. Märk
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Here we report experimental results of low energy, ~ 0 – 10 eV, electron attachment to
formic acid (HCOOH) and nitromethane (CH3NO2). In case of formic acid we observe
HCOO–, OH–, O– anions whereas electron capture to nitromethane forms NO2–, O–, OH–,
CN–, CNO–. For the above mentioned ions, absolute cross sections for electron dissociative
attachment were obtained.
Formic acid is the simplest organic acid and is an important prototype molecule. It is
closely related to the possible building blocks of biomolecules so that its properties are of
direct interest for radioastronomy and for exobiology studies. Presence of HCOOH in the
space has spurred the study of this molecule [1,2].
Nitromethane is the simplest and typical organic nitro compound. It can plays a role in
atmospheric chemistry following reaction of CH3 radicals with oxides of nitrogen.
Nitromethane is also important because of its potential use as propellant. CH3NO2 is polar
molecule with unusually large dipole moment (3.5 D) and there is considerable interest to
study formation and structure of dipole bounds anions [3,4].
In order to measure a accurate attachment cross sections a highly monochromatic electron
beam is needed. This high energy resolution beam is provided (in our experiments) by a
trochoidal electron monochromator (TEM).
In a TEM the electrons are produced by thermal emission from a hairpin filament. An
electron beam is then formed by a system of three electrodes and enters the dispersion volume
consisting of a homogeneous crossed electric and magnetic field. In this region slow electrons
are deflected more strongly than faster ones. Using an exit aperture with a diameter of 0.4
mm, electrons with a narrow energy spread are selected from the dispersed beam and these
electrons are accelerated or decelerated by a system of two lenses to the desired energy. After
passing through the interaction chamber the remaining electrons are collected and measured
by a Faraday cup. A pair of Helmholtz coils mounted outside of the apparatus produces the
magnetic field necessary for the operation of the TEM. By adjusting the magnetic field and
the electrostatic potentials of the electrodes the electron energy spread and the electron current
can be varied in a wide range. Nevertheless, these two parameters depend on each other and
cannot be adjusted independently. Ions formed in the interaction chamber are extracted
towards the quadrupole mass spectrometer by a very weak electric field. After mass analysis,
the negative ions are detected in a channeltron coupled to a computer data acquisition and
analysis system. The molecular beam is formed by effusion through a 20 µm diameter orifice.
One of the great advantages of a TEM is that the electrons are guided by a magnetic field.
This is especially important for low energy electrons to avoid space charge and to minimize
influence of stray magnetic fields (e.g. Earth magnetic field). Additionally the magnetic field
helps to separate electrons and negative ions in the interaction chamber, thus electrons, which
otherwise would case artefacts in the anion signals, are not extracted by the ion extraction
field.
Using a recently improved version of the TEM [5,6] we are able to produce electron
beams with spreads in the electron energy of about 30-50 meV (full width half maximum FWHM). To determine the energy spread and for calibration of the energy scale we used
measured cross sections for of Cl– or SF6– produced by dissociative electron attachment to
CCl4 or SF6, respectively.
In the present experiments the electron energy spread (FWHM) used was 140 meV in case
of HCOOH and 150 meV in nitromethane. This low resolution was a reasonable compromise
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between product ion intensity and incident electron energy distribution. For the calibration of
the energy scale we used the Cl– /CCl4 system. Samples of 98% (HCOOH) and 99%
(CH3NO2) pure were purchased from Sigma Aldrich, Wien, Austria. The experiments have
been performed at a pressure of about 10-6 mbar (HCOOH) and 2×10-6 mbar (CH3NO2),
respectively.
Electron impact with HCOOH in the energy range of ~ 0 – 10 eV produces the three
anionic fragments HCOO–, OH–, O– (reaction 1a-c) with intensity ratios (maximum peak
values) of 240 : 10 : 1,
(1a)
e-(≈1.3eV)
+ HCOOH
→ HCOO– + H ,
–
(1b)
e (≈7.5 eV)
+ HCOOH
→ OH
+ HCO ,
–
(1c)
→O
+ HCOH.
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Fig. 1. Formation of negative ions by dissociative electron attachment to formic
acid. The pressure in the apparatus was
10-6 mbar and the electron energy
spread was about 140 meV
a) HCOO-/HCOOH
b) OH-/HCOOH
c) O-/HCOOH ).
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These anions are formed through different channels at electron energies of about 1.3, 7.2,
7.5 and 9.2 eV, respectively. In case of HCOO– generation we observed vertical onset at
1.15 eV. This experimentally determined onset value does not agree good with a value of
1.30 ± 0.13 derived from the difference between the bond dissociation energy D(HCOO-H) =
4.47 eV (calculated from enthalpy of formation [7]) and the electron affinity EA(HCOO) =
3.17 ± 0.13 eV [7].

Based on earlier measurements of dissociative cross section of Cl–/CCl4
[8,9] we obtained estimates for the absolute cross sections for fragments in free
electron attachment to the HCOOH molecule (Fig. 1).
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In case of electron attachment to nitromethane we observe formation of five fragment
ions: NO2–, O–, OH–, CN–, CNO– with an ion current intensity ratio of 100 : 10 : 2 : 1.5 : 1. In
a complex molecule such as nitromethane, each ion observed may occur at more than one
electron energy. The negative ion signals showed maxima at incident electron energy of about
0, 0.7, 2, 4.3, 5.6 and 8.7 eV. These anions are produced via the following reactions:
e-(≈ 0, 0.7)
e-(≈ 5.6, 4.3, 8.7)
e-(≈ 0, 4.3, 5.6, 8.7)
e-(≈ 0, ~2, 5.6, 8.7)
e-(≈ 0, ~2, 4.3, 5.6, 8.7)

+ CH3NO2
+ CH3NO2
+ CH3NO2
+ CH3NO2
+ CH3NO2

→ NO2–
→ O–
→ OH–
→ CNO–
→ CN–

+ CH3 ,
+ CH3NO,
+ CH2NO,
+ H2O +H,
+ H2O +OH.

(2a)
(2b)
(2c)
(2d)
(2e)

For these fragment ions produced we also estimated absolute cross section for their
formation, the peak value for dominant NO2– anion having a value of 5.2×10-22 m2.
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1. Introduction:
The importance of molecular hydrogen and small hydrocarbon ions in the edge plasma of
tokamaks has only been recognized recently. Previous investigations of some of these
molecular ions include photodissociation of H3+ [1], neutralization of H2+ at metal surfaces
[2], scattering of D2+ and D3+ from Au surface [3] and collision-induced dissociation of HD2+
with rare gases [4]. Here we report a first systematic study on the interaction of H2+, D2+ ,
HD+, H3+ D3+ and HD2+ ions, in the collision energy range up to 100 eV, with graphite tiles
from the tokamak reactor Tore Supra in Cadarache and with a hydrocarbon covered stainless
steel surface.

2. Exprimental:
Experiments have been carried out with a tandem mass spectrometer system recently
developed in Innsbruck called BESTOF (B-sector, E-sector, Surface, Time-Of-Flight mass
spectrometer) [5]. The ions were produced in a newly commissioned commercial Colutron ion
source (low-pressure d.c. gas discharge). Ions are extracted from the plasma, accelerated and
focused subsequently by a specially designed lens system into the entrance slit of a double
focusing two-sector field mass spectrometer. After mass and energy analysis the beam is
refocused by an Einzel lens and hits the surface after deceleration to the desired collision
energy by an electrostatic lens system. The collision energy is determined by the potential
difference between the ion source and the surface and can be varied from about zero up to 2
keV. A fraction of the secondary ions produced in the collision process exits the shielded
collision chamber through an orifice, is extracted, accelerated and analyzed in a Time-OfFlight mass spectrometer.

3. Results and discussion:
The collision energy dependence of intact secondary ions H2+ , H3+ and their only product
ion observed H+ is shown as a energy resolved mass spectrum in Fig.1. In the case of H3+ one
needs higher collision energies as compared to H2+ to dissociate the molecule, i.e. the fraction
of the collision energy transformed into internal energy of the projectile ion in the surface
collision process must be higher in the H3+ case due to a stronger bonding in this triatomic
molecular ion. This is in accordance with the thermochemistry of these ions, i.e., the binding
energy of H3+ is approx. 1.5 eV larger than that of H2+ [6]. This has been confirmed by
additional studies with the deuterated species D2+ and D3+.
Several trends can be deduced from the study of H2+, D2+ , H3+ and D3+ ions interacting
with graphite and stainless steel surface:
1. Both, the diatomic and the triatomic hydrogen (deuterium) molecular ion fragment
exclusively into the atomic counterparts. This is in accordance with results concerning the
angular dependence of backscattering of keV molecular ions studied [3].
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2. In both cases, hydrogen and deuterium, the fragmentation patterns are very similar for the
two target surfaces.
3. In contrast, for both targets the ERMS fragmentation patterns for hydrogen and deuterium
ions are quite surprisingly rather different from each other, i.e. shifted approximately by a
factor 1.3 (when going from hydrogen to deuterium) and in addition the slopes arround the
crossing points (full lines) in the deuterium case are less steep.
4. The threshold values and the crossing point values are higher for the heavier hyrogen
molecular ion, i.e., incresing from 26.8 to 29.3 and from 44.3 to 56.5 eV respectively,
when going from the H2+ to the H3+ case. This is in accordance with the somewhat larger
binding energy of the H+ ion in the triatomic ion as compared to the diatomic case. The
same is true for the deuterium case, although in this system all values are much higher than
in the hydrogen case. It is interesting to note that in the hydrogen case for instance the
threshold energies are shifted by about the same order of magnitude as the different
binding energy (appr. 2 eV), whereas the crossing point is shifted by a much larger amount
(appr. 10 eV).
5. Finally, when the data are converted from an ERMs type plot to a VRMS type plot the
ordering in the threshold value and the crossing point value is changing drastically.
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Fig. 1. Energy resolved mass spectra of the H2+ , H3+ , D2+ and D3+ interacting with a graphite
surface of a Tore Supra tile from Cadarache.
As these studies showed characteristic differences between the two different isotopic
species. We have also investigated the interaction of HD+ and HD2+ ions yielding further
information on the energetics and dynamics of the break-up patterns for these two ions. A
detailed account of this study will be published elsewhere [7].
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ABSTRACT
A combination of electron scattering and laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) techniques has
been used in the experimental determination of the absolute cross section for the formation of
Si(1S) and Si(1D) ground-state atoms following the neutral molecular dissociation of Sicontaining molecules such as SiH4 and SiF4 by electron impact. Electron impact on Sicontaining molecules produces - among other species - Si(1S) ground-state atoms which are
detected by pumping the Si (3p)2 1S → (3p)(4s) 1P transition at 390 nm with a tunable dye
laser and recording the subsequent Si (3p)(4s) 1P → (3p)2 1D fluorescence at 288 nm.
Likewise, Si(1D) ground state atoms can be detected by interchanging the pump and probe
pathways in the above reaction sequence.

1. Introduction
The collisional interaction of an electron (or any other projectile) with a molecule may
result in the dissociation of that molecule. Molecular dissociation induced by electron impact
may lead to the formation of neutral ground-state fragments (neutral molecular dissociation)
or may combine with other inelastic electron scattering processes resulting in dissociative
excitation, dissociative ionization, and dissociative attachment. The electron impact
dissociation of a molecule is not only one of the most important fundamental collisional
interactions between an electron and a molecule, but dissociation processes also play an
important role in many applications including gas discharges, low-temperature processing
plasmas, fusion edge plasmas, gas lasers, planetary, cometary and stellar atmospheres, and
radiation chemistry [1-3]. While electron impact dissociation processes have been studied
extensively since the early years of this century, the focus of most experimental studies has
been on dissociative excitation, dissociative ionization, and dissociative attachment processes
[1,2]. This is due to the fact that in these processes the resultant dissociation products are
formed with internal energy and/or charge that can be used conveniently for their quantitative
detection. By contrast, neutral molecular dissociation results in two or more neutral groundstate fragments which are very difficult to detect. Rigorous quantum mechanical descriptions
of molecular dissociation processes are also very difficult because of the complexity of both
the target and the process. However, first results of the application of variational methods to
the electron-impact dissociation of molecules have been reported in the literature recently
[4,5].
McConkey and co-workers [6,7] were the first to utilize laser-induced fluorescence (LIF)
techniques in the quantitative detection of neutral ground-state dissociation products
following electron impact dissociation of a molecule under single collision conditions.
Recently, Abramzon et al. [8,9] introduced a variant of this LIF technique, which is
conceptually similar to the approach of McConkey and co-workers and differs only in the
details of the experimental realization of the technique. In a first step, Abramzon et al. used
their apparatus in the determination of the absolute N2+(X) ionization cross section as a
function of electron energy following electron impact on N2 [8,9]. Here, we report results of
the extension of this technique to the electron impact dissociation of SiH4 and SiF4 leading to
the formation of Si(1S) and Si(1D ground-state atoms. Silane, SiH4, is a frequently used
constituent of low-temperature processing plasmas employed in the fabrication of Si-based
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microelectronic devices and other semi-conducting components. SiH4 plays a particularly
important role in the plasma-assisted deposition of silicon and amorphous silicon-hydride
(a:SiH) films [10]. SiF4 is the most abundant volatile by-product of the plasma-assisted
etching of Si by plasmas with F-contaioning molecules in the feed gas mixture.

II. Experimental Apparatus and Procedure
The apparatus consists of an electron-beam and a gas-beam intersecting at right angles
inside a vacuum chamber in conjunction with a tunable laser beam which propagates either
parallel or antiparallel to the electron beam in order to maximize the overlap of the three
beams. Optical detection of the LIF signal from the interaction region is made perpendicular
to both the electron beam and the gas beam. The energy of the electron beam can be varied
between 5 eV and 400 eV with typical beam currents of 3 µA at 25 eV and 20 µA at 100 eV
and an energy resolution of about 0.5 eV (FWHM). The electron beam is collected in a
Faraday cup which consists of three electrically insulated elements which enables us to
measure the beam current as well as the beam divergence. The gas beam is an effusive beam
emanating from a multi-capillary array of rectangular shape which is positioned about 8 mm
above the electron beam axis. Roughly 50% of the total gas throughput passes through a
rectangle of the size of the nozzle array in the interaction region. The pushing pressure
behind the nozzle is continuously monitored by a capacitance manometer. The laser system
consists of a pulsed Lumonics EX-520 excimer laser operating at 308 nm (XeCl) which is
used to pump a Lumonics HD-500 dye laser using Exalite 392A as the dye of choice in the
pump wavelength region around 390 nm. The laser system produces 0.0015 nm wide pulses
of less than 10 ns duration of up to 3 mJ energy per pulse in the wavelength range from 375397 nm. The laser beam enters and exists the vacuum chamber through Brewster-angle
windows and the beam intensity passing through the vacuum chamber is monitored by a laser
pulse energy meter. The fluorescence from the interaction region is imaged onto the cathode
of a cooled Hamamatsu R1104 photomultiplier tube (PMT). Spectral isolation is achieved by
a narrow-band interference filter. The output pulses of the PMT are processed by a gated
photon counter whose output, in turn, is directed into a personal computer for data storage and
further analysis. A different dye and a frequency doubler are employed for the measurements
in the pump wavelength region around 288 nm.
The LIF measurements were carried out as follows. After the end of the laser pulse and
after suitable delay had elapsed to allow scattered laser light to decay, a first gate (gate A) of
the gated photon counter was opened for a period T corresponding to about 5 times the
radiative lifetime of the radiating state. The data in gate A contain the LIF signal, any
residual background and/or noise, and fluorescence produced by the continuous electron
beam. At time T, gate A was closed and a second gate (gate B) was opened for the same
period T. Since after a period of 5 lifetimes any residual LIF signal is negligible, the data in
gate B contain only any residual background/noise and fluorescence produced by the
continuous electron beam. The LIF signal was then obtained as the difference between the
accumulated counts in gate A and gate B.
In Si, we employed the following LIF and detection scheme. Si atoms in the 1S state of
the ground-state (1s)2(2s)2(3s)2(3p)2 electron configuration resulting from the electron impact
dissociation of SiH4 were detected by pumping the (3p)2 1S → (3p)(4s) 1P transition around
390 nm and recording the subsequent (3p)(4s) 1P → (3p)2 1D fluorescence at 288 nm. The
pump and detction pathways were interchanged for the detection of Si(1D) atoms. LIF spectra
in Si were recorded for impact energies from 20 eV to 120 eV. The properly normalized LIF
spectra recorded at different electron energy yield the absolute cross section for the formation
of Si(1S) following neutral dissociation of SiH4 as a function of energy.
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III. Results and Discussion
The absolute cross section for the N2(X) → N2+(X) is known [8,9]. Thus, its value at 45 eV of
40 x 10-18 cm2 can be used to put the Si(1S) cross section on an absolute scale in a
straightforward fashion. We determined a value of 30 x 10-18 cm2 at 45 eV. The error margin
of our absolute cross section measurement is estimated to be 25%. The measured cross
section (shown in fig. 1 below) rises rapidly from threshold to a plateau around 30 eV and
peaks in the energy range from 50 - 70 eV with a maximum value of about 4 x 10-17 cm2.
The cross section declines fairly rapidly with increasing impact energy. The two data points
at 40 eV were obtained under very different experimental conditions and thus demonstrate the
reliability of the experimental technique. The shape of the cross section is rather similar to
the shapes of various photoemission cross sections of Si and SiH4 reported by Perrin and
Aarts [11] which all displayed a prominent structure in the low-energy regime around 30 eV
followed by a maximum around 60 eV and rapid decline towards higher impact energies. The
shape of our cross section is rather similar to the shapes of various photoemission cross
sections of Si and SiH4 reported by Perrin and Aarts [11] which all displayed a prominent
structure in the low-energy regime around 30 eV followed by a maximum around 60 eV and a
rapid decline towards higher impact energies. It is interesting to note that the total SiH4
ionization cross section has a maximum value of 5.4 x 10-16 cm2 at 70 eV [12] which is
roughly half the magnitude of the total SiH4 neutral dissociation cross section obtained by
Perrin et al. [13]. Basner et al. [12] also observed that the ionization of SiH4 by electron
impact is entirely dominated by dissociative processes resulting in the formation of various
singly and doubly charged fragment ions.
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Fig. 1: Absolute cross section for the formation of Si(1S) atoms following
electron-impact induced neutral dissociation of SiH4 as a function of
electron energy.
Measurements of the cross section or formation of Si(1S) atoms following electron-driven
neutral molecular dissociation of SiF4 are currently underway as are measurements of
absolute cross sections for the formation of Si(1D) atoms following electron-impact
dissociation of both molecules. Earlier attempts to measure cross sections for Si(1S)
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formation from Si-organic compounds such as TMS, TEOS, and HMDSO were unsuccessful ,
but allowed us to establish upper limits on these cross sections that were on the order of 10-20
cm2 at 70 eV
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Femtosecond pump-probe imaging experiments on Rydberg state photon induced
dynamics in CF3I will be discussed. The femtosecond laser pulses excite the CF3I molecules
produced in a cold molecular beam expansion. The pulsed beam is produced by a small piezo
pulsed valve synchronized to the 1 kHz repetition rate of the regen-amplified femtosecond
laser system .
The angular and energy recoil distribution of the various ions produced in the multiphoton pump-probe excitation are measured with a sensitive two-dimensional MCP/CCD
detector. The ion optics are configured for velocity map imaging providing a substantial
improvement of the velocity resolution over the conventinal ion-grid extraction optics.
Pump-probe transients for the different ionic fragments will be presented as well as
velocity map images at several time delays. The images give direct information about the
kinetic energy release of the produced fragments and the angular recoil distribution at various
pump-probe delays [1].
The competition between neutral fragmentation and dissociative ionization pathways will
be discussed for both CF3I and CF2I2

Images of the recoil of I+ fragments at a pump-probe delay time of 0 (a), 200 (b) and 1000 (c) fs. The molecular
beam is perpendicular to the plane, the polarization of the pump laser at 264.2 nm is vertical in the plane of the
images.
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1. Introduction
Trifluoromethyl sulphur pentafluoride, SF5CF3, was recently discovered in stratospheric
air at concentrations of about 0.12 ppt with the tendency to increase at a rate of about 6 % per
year.[1] The molecule possesses several remarkably strong IR bands in the "atmospheric IR
-1
window" (800 - 1300 cm ). Due to these properties it is considered to be the most effective
greenhouse gas on a per molecule basis in the Earth’s atmosphere. By assuming the same
atmospheric lifetime as SF6, the global warming potential (GWP) of SF5CF3 is estimated to
be 18 000 times that of CO2.[1] However, due to the low concentration its contribution to the
overall radiative force in the atmosphere remains at present very small.
In our experiments low energy electron attachment and electron impact ionisation to this
potent greenhouse gas is studied at high energy resolution by means of mass spectrometric
detection of the product anions/cations. A large dissociative electron attachment (DEA) cross
section forming SF5 + CF3 is observed within a very narrow energy range close to zero eV.
In addition, comparatively weak resonances are observed near 1 eV yielding the fragment
ions CF3 and F . In the first direct electron impact ionisation measurement of this compound
several cations (CF3+, CF2+, CF+, SF5+, SF4+, SF3+, SF2+, SF+) are detected and their
appearance energies (AE) measured. Some implications for the atmospheric lifetime of
SF5CF3 and hence its global warming potential (GWP) are considered.
Thus, apart from its possible role in the atmosphere, a comparison of the attachment
behaviour between SF5CF3, SF6 [2] and for instance two other SF6-derivatives, namely SF5Cl
(chloro sulphurpentafluoride) and SF5NCO (pentafluorosulphur isocyanate) is of general
interest.

2. Experimental
The dissociative electron attachment spectrometer consists of a molecular beam system, a
high resolution trochoidal electron monochromator (TEM) and a quadrupole mass filter with a
pulse counting system for analysing and detecting the ionic products. The TEM used here has
recently been described in detail.[3] It achieves an energy resolution of 35 meV, for the
present experiments, the instrument was operated at an FWHM of ≈ 80 meV, a reasonable
compromise between product ion intensity and electron energy resolution. The electron
impact ionization spectrometer consists of a molecular beam system, a hemispherical electron
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monochromator and a quadrupole mass filter with a pulse counting system, too. For negative
ion formation the energy scale was calibrated by recording Cl from CCl4,[4] for positive
ionization it was calibrated against the appearance energy of cations from krypton.

3. Anion yields
Electron attachment to SF5CF3 in the electron energy range 0-10 eV generates three
anionic fragments SF5 , CF3 and F- (Figure 1) with intensity ratios (as monitored by the
count rate at the highest peak of the respective cross section curves) of 1:0.004:0.0007. The
present relative cross section data of SF5- have been calibrated by using the absolute data for
the total cross section reported by Chen et al. [5], the CF3- and F- data by using the measured
intensity ratios.
From thermodynamic considerations of the different bond strengths involved we assign
the observed anion signals to the following dissociative electron attachment reactions
e- (E ≈ 0 eV)
+ SF5CF3 →
SF5 + CF3
SF5 + CF3
e- (E ≈ 1.1 eV) + SF5CF3 →
e (E ≈ 0 eV)
+ SF5CF3 →
F + SF4 CF3
e (E ≈ 0.9 eV) + SF5CF3 →
F + SF5 CF2
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4. Cation yields
The appearance energies of the product cations were derived using a data analysis
procedure described in detail in a recent publication.[6]
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Figure 2
Figure 2 shows the mass spectrum of SF5CF3 together with krypton which was used as the
calibrant of the electron energy for determining the appearence energies. No parent ion was
observed at any incident electron energy suggesting that the lifetime of SF5CF3+ is insufficient
for its transit through the quadrupole (< 10 microseconds). Fragment ions observed include
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CF+, CF2+, CF3+, SF+, SF2+, SF3+,SF4+ and SF5+. The strongest signal arises from CF3+, a
process that involves the simple rupture of the S-C bond. Due to the similar masses (50,51)
and isotope effects, the signal from CF2+ may be partially influenced by SF+ as may CF3+ and
SF2+ (masses 69 and 70 respectively). CF+ is also close to S+ (mass 31 and 32 respectively)
but we do not believe that at the low energies used in this experiment any S+ will be formed
since this would require complete fragmentation of the parent molecule. This is partly
confirmed by experiments on the related compound SF6 where no S+ ions are formed at
electron energies below 100 eV. Formation of SF4+ + CF4, a process that requires the
migration of single fluorine atom across the S-C bond, exhibits the lowest ionisation
threshold of all the fragment ions produced.
The following table gives the cation reaction processes identified and the corresponding
energetics.
e- (E ≥ 24.44 ± 0.10 eV) + SF5CF3 → CF+
e- (E ≥ 17.80 ± 0.50 eV) + SF5CF3 → CF2+
e- (E ≥ 12.87 ± 0.10 eV) + SF5CF3 → CF3+
e- (E ≥ 12.66 ± 0.20 eV) + SF5CF3 → SF+
e- (E ≥ 15.6 ± 1.0 eV)
+ SF5CF3 → SF2+
e- (E ≥ 14.48 ± 0.10 eV) + SF5CF3 → SF3+
e- (E ≥ 12.10 ± 0.30 eV) + SF5CF3 → SF4+ + CF4
e- (E ≥ 16.10 ± 0.30 eV) + SF5CF3 → SF4+ + CF3 + F
e- (E ≥ 13.16 ± 0.60 eV) + SF5CF3 → SF5+
In order to obtain information about the dissociation pathways of the SF5CF3+ cation and
to compare between the measured AEs and the theoretically predicted ones, we performed
quantum chemical calculations at the MP2, B3LYP levels of theory and with the G2MP2
model chemistry. All methods of calculation predict for the two reactions producing CF3+ and
SF4+ AE’s too low by about 1eV compared with the experimental values, whereas values for
the cations with higher AE’s tend to agree slightly better, the theoretical values being higher
than the experimental ones.

5. Implications for the role of SF5CF3 in the terrestrial atmosphere
The chemical reactivity of SF5CF3 is very low as are the photodissociation [7] and
photoabsorption [8] rates. Hence ion-molecule reactions [9] and elecron attachment rates
come into play in determining the atmospheric lifetime and thus the ultimate global warming
potential. As the density of free electrons in the earth’s atmosphere is low, the gas phase DEA
may not be at a level to be of relevance in any of the complex cycles in atmospheric chemistry
of SF5CF3.[10] However, it is accepted that photon initiated heterogeneous chemistry at the
surface of particles (dust particles, aerosols, polar stratospheric cloud particles) can play an
important role in the destruction of stratospheric species (e.g. the ClOx compounds) [11].
Since electron attachment to SF5CF3 is exclusively dissociative we would expect the
atmospheric lifetime of SF5CF3 to be quite short. Further experiments are however required to
investigate the properties of SF5CF3 on ice and dust surfaces.
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1. Introduction.
Molecular clusters play a key role in the molecular scale explanations of macroscopic
phenomena, being in between the isolated gas phase and the condensed phase. This condition
allows to obtain information on intermolecular forces (dispersive, polarization, and
electrostatic forces) simply by studying the physicochemical properties of isolated clusters
and to extend them macroscopic systems. Weak interactions and hydrogen bond are
particularly relevant both in inorganic as well as biological systems, characterized by high
molecular and chiral selectivity.
Molecular-scale understanding of intermolecular forces and solvation effects can be
performed through gas phase methodologies as laser spectroscopy and mass spectrometry
[1,2]. Only recently these methodologies have been applied to study the physicochemical
properties of chiral systems [3-5], while in condensed phase enantioselective intermolecular
interactions have been studied in the past by various techniques (NMR, CD,
Chromatography).
In this paper we report on a comprehensive study of the short-range forces operating in the
molecular complexes between several chiral aromatic alcohols (M) and water (solv), through
the application of mass resolved REMPI technique.

2. Experimental methodology.
The experimental setup, which combines a supersonic molecular beam, two Nd-YAG
pumped dye lasers and a time of flight (TOF) mass spectrometer, has been already described
[5]. Supersonic beam production of the adducts is obtained by adiabatic expansion of a carrier
gas (Ar) seeded with a selected chromophore M and partners solv through a heatable pulsed
nozzle of 400 µm i.d. The concentration is ma intained enough low to minimize the
contribution of heavier clusters to the spectra. The skimmed supersonic jet (1 mm skimmer
diameter) enters into a second chamber equipped with a TOF mass spectrometer. Molecules
and clusters in the beam are excited and ionized by one or two tunable dye lasers pumped by
the same Nd-YAG laser and the ionized species are detected by a channeltron. The mass
selected photoionization signals are recorded and averaged by a digital oscilloscope and
stored on a PC.
One colour R2PI experiments (1cR2PI) involve electronic excitation of the species of
interest by absorption of one photon hv1 and by its ionization by a second photon hv1. Mass
discrimination of the ionized complex may be complicated by its fragmentation, due to the
excess energy gained in ionization process [4, 6-7].
The photoionization efficiency curves have been obtained by two colour R2PI (2cR2PI)
sequence: i- the first exciting laser (hv1) is tuned on the S1←S0 transition of the species of
interest; ii- the laser intensity is lowered to about 1% of the initial fluence to minimize the hv1
absorption; iii- a second laser (hv2) is scanned through the cluster ionization and
fragmentation threshold regions. The photoionization spectra were corrected for the effect of
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the electric field strength (200 V/cm) produced by the extraction plates of the TOF
spectrometer.
The binding energy D"0 of the M-solv adduct is computed from the difference between its
dissociative ionization threshold AE(M)+ =hν1(M-solv)*+hν2(M++solv) and the ionization
threshold of bare M, i.e. IP(M)=hν1(M)*+hν2(M)+. The dissociation energy D+0 of the ionic
cluster (M-solv)+ is calculated from the difference between its dissociative ionization
threshold, AE(M)+ =hν1(M-solv)*+hν2(M++solv), and its ionization threshold IP(Msolv)=hν1(M-solv)*+hν2(M-solv)+.

3. The hydration of aromatic molecules.
Hydrated aromatic molecules are simple model systems for the study of selectivity and
function of biologically active systems. The role of hydrogen bond interaction and molecular
conformation in these systems has been studied for many aromatic molecule –water systems
[6] and also on molecules of biological interest [8]. R2PI studies of hydrated clusters of
aromatic alcohols are reported. The measure of shifts and binding energy of these systems can
lead information on the behaviour of water, which can acts both as proton donor and proton
acceptor.
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Figure 1 Mass-resolved one colour R2PI excitation spectra of THNR (a) and THNR-H2O (b),
measured respectively at m/z = 148 and m/z = 166, and at a total stagnation pressure of 3 bar.

In fig. 1, the one colour R2PI spectra of 1-tetralol (THNR) and THNR-H2O are shown.
The two bands marked in the spectrum are tentatively assigned to the two axial and equatorial
conformers of THNR. As already found for 1-phenyl-1-ethanol - water and 1-phenyl-1propanol – water clusters a blue shift with respect to the 000 electronic transition S1 Å S0 of
the chromophore is observed. A blue shift reflects the fact that the interaction forces decrease
upon excitation. The blue shift of the electronic transition in many 1:1 aromatic moleculewater cluster is not unusual and can be related to a O—H ---- π interaction between water and
the chromophore, in which water acts as proton donor [8,9].
In fig. 2b the one colour R2PI spectra of 1-indanol (IR) is reported. The two stable
conformers predicted from ab initio calculation for IR molecule, cannot be easily assigned in
the spectrum. The spectra of the two conformers could be superimposed within 1-2 cm-1. A
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few vibronic bands calculated in the harmonic calculations, are marked in the spectrum.
Experimental shift of the 000 electronic transition for IR-H2O (fig. 2a) is around 0 cm-1. At
variance with other non cyclic benzylic alcohols, calculations for IR-H2O predict that in the
most stable structure, IR acts as a proton acceptor towards water, and the O—H --π interaction is negligible.
The combination of mass selected R2PI technique and ab initio computation has proven to
be an efficient tool in the study of the hydrated clusters of benzylic alcohols produced in the
low temperature envoronment of a supersonic beam.

Figure 2 Mass-resolved one colour R2PI excitation spectra of IR (a) and IR-H2O (b), measured
respectively at m/z = 134 and m/z = 162, at a total stagnation pressure of 3 bar.
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1. Introduction:
Until the development of the Plasma Ion Mass Spectrometer (PIMS) there was no device
available for measuring the absolute flux of ions in each charge state flowing in the edge
plasma of tokamaks (magnetic fusion devices). Besides the knowledge of the local density in
the edge region the PIMS can give an indication of the average ion temperature of the
impurities [1,2,3]. The charge state distribution and absolute flux of impurities is dependent
on the location and magnitude of the impurity sources and the transport of impurity ions
within the scrape-off layer (SOL) and on closed flux surfaces.
The benefit of mass spectrometry compared to spectroscopic methods is that a full
evaluation of species in the plasma edge can be achieved by this in-situ measurement at a very
precisely defined point in space [1,2,3]. These measurements are very relevant for next step of
magnetic fusion experiments such as ITER (International Thermonuclear Engineering
Reactor) [4] since the production and screening of impurities in current tokamaks is still not
well understood and ITER will need a low plasma impurity content to reach its fusion energy
goals. JET is currently the closest tokamak in size to ITER in operation today and the only
machine in which both beryllium and carbon can be used as wall materials as is planned for
ITER. PIMS measurements in JET would provide an excellent benchmark for the edge
plasma simulation codes and thus improve our predictions for ITER.

2. Description of the PIMS and its simulation:
The PIMS is a trochoidal mass spectrometer that uses the magnetic field for the
confinement of the plasma as its B-field. Thus only electrostatic voltages are needed for the
operation of this instrument. The specific requirements for the design of an in-situ mass
spectrometer can be summarised as follows:
● The instrument must not be negatively affected by the high magnetic field of the
tokamak. In JET the range of toroidal magnetic fields used routinely is 1 to 3.4 T.
● The ion optics has to deal with a wide spread of initial ion velocities since the plasma is
a hot ion source.
● The geometry must be simple so that the relative transmission probability of various
ions is straightforward to model, since there is no practical means to calibrate the
device.
● The intensity of the ion source in the boundary plasma necessitates an attenuating slit to
avoid space charge effects that may occur if too much current is extracted into the
device.
● The outer shell and entrance slit need to withstand up to 40 MW/m2 for periods of
200 ms which corresponds to the time it takes the JET reciprocating probe drive to
insert and withdraw the probe head from the JET plasma. The bulk temperature of the
probe may transiently reach 500° C.
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The JET reciprocating probe drives are located on the top of the torus. Every two seconds
the probe head can be driven into the plasma edge using a fast pneumatic system giving a
typical exposure time of 200 ms to the plasma. The drive system imposes important
constraints on the probe head design:
● The external diameter of the probe must not exceed 40 mm to be compatible with the
JET probe drives. The size also needs to be kept down to minimize the voltage required
since breakdown can be a problem in the plasma environment.
● The probe has to be aligned to within a few degrees with the local magnetic field. The
most common magnetic field on axis (3.0 m major radius) is 2.5 T, so the field for the
reciprocating PIMS probe head at a radius of 3.25 m will be typically 2.3 T (assuming
1/R scaling).
The dimensions of the active components of the JET PIMS are 4.35×8.5×18.5 mm. The
focal length is 5.45 mm as compared to 9.5 mm used on DITE [2] and TEXTOR [3]. The
ratios of the other dimensions to those in the earlier devices are similar. Due to the space
restrictions the number of collectors has also been reduced to two. The entrance slit is 0.1 mm
in width and made out of a single piece of TZM molybdenum alloy to maximize its power
handling characteristics. Figure 1 shows the geometry of the PIMS as realised in the ion
optics calculations including some trajectories calculated with the ion trajectory program
SIMION 6 for realistic electric and magnetic fields.

Figure 1: Geometry of the PIMS probe as realised in the ion optical calculations.
Ions enter the PIMS through a small entrance slit in the plate perpendicular to the
magnetic field and hence to the other plates in the device. This entrance slit is a symmetry
point in the PIMS such that the potential of the plate that is level with the slit remains the
same constant potential as the slit. The number of particles reaching the collector regions is a
function of the ion temperature and the sheath voltage along with the electric field across the
device.
SIMION 6 as well as the similar custom written code in JET [2] compute the vacuum
electric fields associated with a series of electrodes defined on a rectangular three dimensional
grid through a numerical solution of Laplace's equation. Ions are randomly generated at the
entrance slit with a Maxwellian distribution corresponding to a temperature Ti, and are
accelerated parallel to the magnetic field to allow for acceleration in the plasma sheath. Ions
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are then followed through the structure until they impact with one of the surfaces or exit the
grid.
The most important issue to be calculated in the ion optics simulations is the transmission
of the different charge states of ions we expect to see in the edge of JET. It is clear that the
PIMS is expected firstly to detect and distinguish deuterium and carbon ions of different
charge states plus smaller amounts of beryllium. Simulations were carried out to confirm that
the geometry of the PIMS chosen has transmission characteristics that are not too sensitive to
sheath voltage and ion temperature, and that magnetic field misalignment does not
significantly degrade the resolution.
Our base case assumes an ion temperature Ti = 50eV and sheath voltage, Vs = 100V (from
sheath theory Vs ≈ 3Te). Figure 2 shows the maximum transmission versus charge state for the
base case where the transmission is the current at the collectors divided by the current
entering the device. The results presented here are for the most common toroidal magnetic
field at the probe of 2.3 T. One can see from figure 2 that the ions with high M/Z are mainly
deposited on collector 2 whilst those with low M/Z go to collector 1. This is because the ions
reach the collector from the defining slit in one gyro-period and during this time travel
parallel to the magnetic field, see figure 1. Although a single ratio of the two collector
currents would not allow one to distinguish the sheath voltage from the ion temperature, by
using the current ratios for ions with a range of M/Z the problem becomes soluble [2].
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Figure 2: Peak transmission for different charge states of carbon for the base case (see
text).
The effects of small field misalignments will be a crucial point in operating the PIMS in
JET. This is due to the fact that although the toroidal magnetic field is well known the
poloidal magnetic field is not so well known due to uncertainties in the radial profile of the
plasma current. The total magnetic field in JET is helical with typical pitch of 15°. In this
situation the electric and magnetic fields inside the PIMS may no longer be orthogonal to each
other. Misalignments of ±3o about both axes are considered a worst case and have been
investigated.
Since we will be making measurements under conditions of variable ion temperature and
sheath voltage it is important to ensure that the total transmission (collectors 1 + 2) is not too
strongly dependent on the edge ion temperature and sheath voltage. Scans have therefore been
done in these parameters for all charge states.
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3. Conclusions:
The edge of a magnetic fusion device is a severe and demanding environment for
deploying a mass-spectrometer, particularly one whose purpose is to sample a high
temperature plasma. Previous experience on small tokamaks has however shown the
feasibility and utility of such devices. However, as the largest tokamak in the world, the JET
environment and probe drive systems place even more severe demands on the design,
including the need to shrink the device dimensions by 43% to give a focal length of 5.45 mm
and fit within an overall diameter of 40 mm. Our simulations of the ion optics of the proposed
device have however shown that we expect good transmission for the high charge state ions
which are predicted to be the most abundant and hence of greatest interest to us. It is clear that
ion optics simulations will be essential to the interpretation of any results obtained from the
device.
Future work will concentrate on developing biasing schemes and minor geometric
variations to optimise the transmission of the lower charge state ions.
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Negative Ion Spectroscopy of CF4 and CF3Cl
S W J Scully, R A Mackie, R Browning, K F Dunn and C J Latimer
Department of Physics, The Queen’s University of Belfast, Belfast BT7 1NN, N Ireland

The photo-ion pair formation process in CF4 and CF3Cl have been studied in the VUV
between 20 and 55 eV. F−, F2−, Cl−, Cl2− and FCl− efficiency curves have been measured and
the role of various excited and superexcited states investigated. Intravalence transitions,
shape resonance states and two electron processes play an important role in the
photoabsorption process.

1. INTRODUCTION
Carbon tetrafluoride (CF4) is a basic fluoromethane and is of interest because of its
chemical stability, high degree of symmetry, and the unusual dissociative and optical
emission behaviour of its cationic states [1-3]. CF4 is introduced into the atmosphere by its
widespread use as a fire extinguisher and it is also used in the plasma etching of
semiconductor materials. Freon molecules, such as CF3Cl, have been widely used in industry,
for example as refrigerants and aerosol propellants and it is recognised that these compounds
are responsible, via photochemical mechanisms, for the depletion of the earth’s ozone layer.
Rydberg and superexcited molecular states which have several different decay channels,
including dissociative autoionization and ion-pair formation, can play an important role in the
photoabsorption processes of such molecules. In the present work negative ion spectroscopy,
which yields information about the precursor excited molecular states, has been used to study
CF4 and CF3Cl.

2. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
These experiments were carried out at the Daresbury Laboratory (UK) synchrotron on
beamline 5D, which can provide photons in the energy range 20 – 210 eV. The photons
entered the interaction region, via a 2.4mm diameter glass capillary, where they collided with
a narrow gas jet. Negative ions produced by photoabsorption were swept from the collision
region by a potential difference across two grids. The ions were then focussed, by an
electrostatic lens, into a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer. The data was corrected for
higher order radiation. The collision region was kept at a low pressure to avoid secondary
collision effects and the quadrupole mass spectrometer was differentially pumped to reduce
noise from stray electrons.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figures 1 and 2 show the negative ion yield curves, F− and F2− for CF4, and F−, F2−, Cl−
and FCl− for CF3Cl respectively. F− produced after photoexcitation of CF4 has been measured
by Mitsuke et al [4] in the photon energy range 11-31 eV, while F− and Cl− from CF3Cl have
been observed by Schenk et al [5] in the energy range 8–25 eV. The negative ion yield curves
for the other fragments are presented here for the first time. Some of the resonance peaks can
be attributed to valence Rydberg transitions. A term value TR for the Rydberg state is
estimated using the formula
R
TR =
(n − δ ) 2
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where R denotes the Rydberg energy (13.6 eV), n the nominal principal quantum number and
δ the quantum defect. TR can then be used to identify the resonance peak energy Ehν from
Ehν = IP - TR
where IP is the vertical ionization potential for the molecular parent ion formed by removal
of the electron from the initial orbital.

3.1 CF4
The ground state electronic configuration of the CF4 molecule (in Td symmetry) is given
by
(1a121t26 )(2a12 )(3a12 2t26 )(4a12 3t261e 4 4t261t16 ) 1 A1
where the parentheses denote the F1s , C1s , inner-valence and outer-valence orbitals
respectively [7]. The bonding orbitals are 4a1
5t
Shape
and 3t2, while 1e, 4t2 and 1t1 are of fluorine
Resonance
5a
lone pair character [8]. In addition there are
unoccupied (virtual) valence antibonding
E T
orbitals 5a10 and 5t 02 which have (C-F)∗
C T
F A
character [9]. From combined HeI and HeII
PES studies [10, 11] the vertical ionization
F
potentials of the outer valence molecular
D A
orbitals 1t1 , 4t2 , 1e , 3t2 and 4a1 are known to
be 16.2, 17.4, 18.5, 22.12, and 25.12 eV
respectively, corresponding with ion states
% 2T , B
% 2 T and D
% 2T , A
% 2E , C
% 2 A . The
X
1
2
2
1
inner valence molecular orbitals 2t2 and 3a1
yield vertical ionization potentials of 40.3 and
43.8 eV [12, 13] corresponding to the ion states
E% 2 T2 and F% 2 A1 .
F x 50
The F− yield curve (figure 1) from 20 → 52
eV was measured with a resolution of ~50
meV, and the F2− yield was measured with a
resolution of ~200 meV. The process of
producing F− from CF4 is
% 1 A ) + hν → CF4** → F− + (CF3+)*
CF4 ( X
1
**
denotes the superexcited or
where CF4
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doorway state which is involved in ion pair
formation. The structure in the first peak has
Figure 1: Negative ion yields from CF4. Solid
lines represent Rydberg states converging on ionic
also been observed by Mitsuke et al [4] and
states of the molecule, dash dot lines represent
attributed to two different types of vibrational
shape resonance or quasibound states, and dotted
progression lying on a broad background. The
lines represent virtual orbital limits taken from
first is a vibrational progression of the
EELS studies [5]. Relative to F− yield.
1
Rydberg state CF4** (3t2 → 4pt2
T2)
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comparison with earlier work suggests that the F- peak at 21.5 eV has a cross section of
≈5x10-22 cm2.
Above 26 eV the F− yield curve has not been observed before and it can be seen from
figure 1 that there is a marked increase in F− production. Rydberg progressions converging on
CF4+ (E% 2 T2 ) and CF4+ (F% 2 A1 ) have been marked on figure 1 and show possible correlation
with the final large peak in the case of CF4+ (E% 2 T2 ) . However discrete Rydberg resonances
associated with these inner valence electrons may not be observed since orbital degeneracy
leads to apparent band areas in the photo-electron spectra [14]. It has also been shown
theoretically [15] that ionisation from the F2s (3a1 and 2t2) molecular orbitals cannot be
understood on a one particle basis. Therefore ionisation will lead to population of a number of
mixed “shake up” states that have the same symmetry as the one-electron transition. A spread
of final ionized states will therefore be obtained which will give rise to neutral Rydberg states
which may predissociate into the ion-pair channel. These two hole states may therefore
explain the broad nature of the peak around 37 eV. However, it is also possible that in the 3342 eV energy region promotion of the inner valence electrons into antibonding virtual orbitals
is leading to negative ion production. Electron energy loss [5] has identified ranges of term
values for the 5a1 and 5t2 unoccupied orbitals which overlap well with the broad peak at ≈37
eV for both F− and F2−.
None of the processes suggested above can describe the features seen in both negative ion
yields between 26 and 35 eV. We propose that these features are the result of promotion of
the 4t2 and 3t2 electrons into shape resonance states. A shape resonance state is a quasi bound
state in the continuum where the outgoing electron is confined by a potential barrier which
results from the interplay of attractive and repulsive forces in the molecule. β parameter
measurements [14, 16, 17] suggest the presence of shape resonances, in CF4, between 10 and
15 eV above the vertical ionization potential for the outer valence t2 orbitals. The two broad
peaks in F− observed here are ≈11.5 eV above the respective ionization potentials (see figure
2). The absence of one of these peaks in F2− may result from the different character of the 3t2
(bonding) and 4t2 (F lone pair) orbitals.
The large F− continuum beyond the final valence electron Ip at 43.8 eV is evidence that
two electron processes play an important role in photoabsorption. Negative ion formation
involving two electron processes has been reported previously in SO2 [18]. The broad features
between 26 and 42.5 eV may also result from ionic Rydberg states converging on the
dicationic states of the parent ion. Auger-electron and double-charge-transfer spectroscopy
techniques [19] have been used to identify a number of doubly ionized states in CF4. These
results show a large number of dicationic states in the energy range of interest, starting at
37.98 eV. Double photoionization/fragmentation studies [20] determined the thresholds for
the ion-pair formation of CF42+ into F+ + CF3+ (37.6 eV), F+ + CF2+ (42.4 eV), F+ + CF+ (47.5
eV), and C+ + F+ (62.0 eV) and these correlate with calculated two-hole states of CF4 [21].
These ionic Rydberg states seem unlikely due to the differences between the F2− and F− yields
above 43.8 eV, where two electron processes definitely lead to negative ions.

3.2. CF3Cl
The ground state electronic configuration of CF3Cl (in C3v symmetry) is given by
(1a12 )(2a121e 4 )(3a12 )(4a12 )(5a12 2e 4 )(6a12 3e 4 7 a12 )(8a12 4e 4 9a12 5e 4 6e 41a2210a12 7e 4 ) 1 A1
where the parentheses denote the Cl1s, F1s, C1s, Cl2s, Cl2p, inner-valence and outer-valence
orbitals respectively [9]. In addition there are unoccupied (virtual) valence antibonding
orbitals 11a10 , 8e0 and 12a10 which have (C-Cl)∗ , (C-F)∗ and (C-F)∗ character respectively [9].
The ionization potential values for orbitals in the energy region of interest (9a1, 4e, 8a1, 7a1, 3e
and 6a1) are 20.2, 21.2, 23.8, 26.9, 40.0 and 42.5 eV respectively [6].
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The F− and Cl− yield curves (figure 2) from 20 → 52 eV were measured with a resolution
of ~50 meV, whereas the F2− and FCl− yields
11a
12a
+
8e
Shape
were measured with a resolution of ~200
Resonance
meV. The main peak in F− at ≈21 eV has a
cross section of approximately 2x10-21 cm2
G A
J A
which is a factor of 4 increase on that seen
I E
HA
in CF4. However the structure closer to the
Cl x 20
inner valence region is smaller than that
around 21 eV in stark contrast to what was
observed in CF4. F2− has a similar cross
section to that seen in CF4 which is probably
the
result of the mesomeric states of these
F
molecules which have substantial ionic
character due to the high electronegativity of
the ligands. The structure observed in the
20-25 eV region for all negative ions
F x 200
appears to be a result of overlapping
Rydberg series converging on the ionic
states that result from 7a1 and 8a1 ionization.
Rydberg states assigned using the method of
Gilbert et al [22] have been marked on
FCl x300
figure 2. The Rydberg series involving the
8a1 electron appears for all negative ions
except F2-. This may be due to the 8a1
electron having C-F bonding character. This
15
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50
55
argument could be supported by the increase
Photon Energy (eV)
in F2- when the Cl3s non-bonding electron is
Figure 2: Negative ion yields from CF3Cl. Solid
excited into a Rydberg state, which allows
lines represent Rydberg states converging on ionic
time for the molecule to distort and form the
states of the molecule, dash dot lines represent
shape resonance or quasibound states, and dotted
F2− fragment. Structure is observed in all
lines represent virtual orbital limits taken from
channels which cannot be accounted for by
EELS studies [5]. Relative to F− yield.
predissociating Rydberg states. This
−
structure, represented most clearly in the FCl fragment by the peaks at ≈29 eV and ≈37.5 eV,
is believed to be the result of neutral transitions of valence electrons into shape resonance
states and unoccupied valence orbitals. Zhang et al [9] have observed a shape resonance in
CF3Cl at 2.81 eV above the ionization potential of the C1s electron. It seems that this
resonance state is responsible for the feature at ≈29 eV which is 2.1 eV above the 7a1
ionization potential. In addition they have also observed virtual orbitals with term values;
7b1+14a1 2.8-3.9 eV and 13a1+9b2 5.3-6.7 eV. The ranges of these virtual orbitals have been
marked on figure 2 and show good overlap with the structure observed. Again, as in CF4, we
also see substantial negative ion signal after the last valence electron ionization potential
suggesting two electron processes.
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Femtosecond and subfemtosecond time-resolved photoelectron
spectroscopy dynamics
P. Šiffalovič, M. Drescher and U. Heinzmann
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M. Hentschel, R. Kienberger, Ch. Spielmann, G.A. Reider, N. Milosevic, T. Brabec, P.
Corkum and F. Krausz
Institut für Photonik, T.U. Wien, A1040 Wien

The contribution presents a recently performed visible-pump/extreme ultraviolet (EUV)
probe spectroscopy experiment using spectrally selected high harmonics of intense laser
pulses for the study of electronic dynamics on semiconductor surfaces. Transient changes of
surface photo voltage at the p-GaAs(100) surface are observed after photoexcitation with 3.1
eV femtosecond laser pulses. The time evolution of the band-bending is probed by measuring
the kinetic energy shifts of the Ga-3d core level photoelectrons after excitation with 70 eV
femtosecond EUV pulses. Carrier transport from the bulk to the surface is observed to occur
within 400 fs after photoexcitation while a subsequent relaxation is determined as evolving on
a picosecond time scale. The technique to isolate an individual higher harmonic of the pulse
without loss of its fs-time structure and to focus the monochromatized radiation on the target
makes use of specially designed nanometer multilayers as narrow band EUV mirrors.
The same technique has been used to realize the first attosecond metrology experiment [1].
The work demonstrates – for the first time – the generation, characterization and use of
isolated bursts of electromagnetic radiation being confined in time to less than 1 femtosecond.
For reasons of cross-comparison, one period of visible light is 2 fs. In order to gain access to
the attosecond regime, high order (n > 55) harmonics of near infrared pulsed (7 fs) laser
radiation have been filtered out at 90 eV by means of EUV multilayer optics. Theoretical
models predict the formation of a light packet much shorter than the generating laser pulse.
The main progress of our work is the development and realization of a visible/EUV crosscorrelation scheme which provides sub-laser-cycle temporal resolution to test this theoretical
prediction experimentally. The kinetic energy of 4p valence photoelectrons from free Krypton
atoms ionised by the EUV radiation in the presence of the laser field was used as the crosscorrelation signal. In this photoionization experiment which looks at the energetic distribution
of the photoelectron at the instant of its creation or shortly later the measured evolution of the
kinetic energy spectrum as a function of the delay between the EUV and the laser pulse
therefore represents a laser field/EUV intensity cross correlation. Thus, the high harmonic
pulse has actually been confined to 650 ± 150 attoseconds.
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Plasma analysis of different TiN PVD processes at various process
parameters
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Summary:
TiN coatings of some microns in thickness were deposited by different reactive plasma
deposition technologies (Magnetron Sputtering Magnetically Assisted, Arc Source Ion
Plating, Sputter Ion Plating Plasma Assisted) on various metal parts. The experiments were
carried out in specially designed plants under variable vacuum and plasma conditions. The
plasma properties of the different processes were investigated by mass spectrometry and the
energy distribution of process relevant particles was additionally determined.
The aim of this work was to find proper processes and conditions for a reliable low cost
deposition of hard coatings at relatively high gas pressures.
The investigations were supported by the European Union in the TIPCOAT-Project: Brite
EuRam BE-3815/Contract BRPR-CT97-0397

Keywords:
Tribological coatings, Magnetron Sputtering, Ion plating, Arc source, Plasma parameters,
TiN

Introduction:
The growing demand for enhanced performances and durability for mechanical
components, together with an increased use of steel, light metals and workable alloys have
lead, in the last decades, to a wider use of coatings for hardening, protection and low friction.
The best results in this area have been found with PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition)
techniques.
The industrial target of this work was the development of a new PVD (Physical Vapour
Deposition) process and plants, by Ion Plating Plasma Assisted Technologies (IPPA). For this
purpose the alternative PVD-processes had to be modified to coat 3D complex components, at
costs and at substrate temperatures lower than 250 °C. One goal was to coat locally, near
atmospheric pressure, large and heavy forming tools primarly for the car-component industry.
Three main objectives were forseen:
1) Set-up of an isotropic deposition process for the realisation of tribological coatings, even
on surface details not in optical view of the sources.
2) Set-up of a plant operating near atmospheric pressure for only local coating of large
mechanical components
3) Lowering of coating costs through a dramatic shortening of cleaning and deposition times.
In order to reach these industrial objectives, two innovative solutions were studied
concerning I.P.P.A.:
• “High Pressure Ion Plating”;
• “Multi-Plasma Ion Plating”.
“High Pressure Ion Plating” in the range up to 0,1 mbar to obtain high isotropy in coating.
“Multi-Plasma Ion Plating” to enable an indepentend control of the plasma for ionisation of
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the vapourised material and of the substrate bias in the high pressure process. In particular the
generated multi plasmas and their influence on layer properties have been studied.

2. Experiments / Results
Arc sources and planar magnetrons without and with multiplasma configuration have been
used at different working pressures to coat unheated metal substrates at variable distances
between 8 and 25cm.
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Fig.1: a) Schematic of an arc source ion plating plant (with the static standard substrate holder)
b) Schematic of a planar magnetron ion plating plant (with a mass spectrometric plasma monitoring
system). The plant can be used as sputter ion plating plasma assisted, or by insertion of a magnetic
cylinder as dc magnetron sputtering system magnetically assisted.

Under different working conditions the vapour species of the individual coating material
sources was analysed carefully by mass spectrometric measurements with a plasma monitor.
The results for arc source ion plating are shown in Fig.4 and for sputtering in Figs 2 and 3.
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Fig.2: a) Schematic of a magnetically forced dc pulsed plasma of a planar magnetron sputtering source.
b) According energy spectrum of the Ar+ ions. As can be seen, with increasing frequency of the current
regulated generator the amount and the energy of the ions is strongly increased.
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Fig.3: Energy spectrum of all ions of the TiN process in medium frequency biased magnetron sputtering
(Fig.1b). Left: without bias (floating), right: 40V medium frequency (50kHz) bias. As can be seen with
bias ion population and energy again is increased.
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Fig.4: Energy spectra of the Ti+ ions in the reactive TiN arc source ion plating process (Fig. 1a) at various N2
gas pressures (1*10-3 mbar to 1*10-1 mbar) at constant arc current (Ti cathode distance 20cm). It is
remarkable how many energetic Ti+ ions were found even at 10-1 mbar gas pressure!

From Fig.3 it can be seen that in medium frequency forced dc magnetron sputtering at low
pressure the amount of Ar+ ions is higher than that of Ar2+. Also N2+ is higher than N+, and
there is no N2+ . Ti+ is larger than Ti2+, and TiN+ larger than TiN2+.
From the energy spectra of all ions of arc source ion plating it was found that the intensity
of N+ is much higher than that of N2+ . TiN+ could also be detected. The intensity of TiN+
increased with rising N2 - gas pressure. The intensity of TiN2+ was even 10 times higher than
that of Ti+.
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At medium gas pressure in the 10-3 mbar regime the investigated coating methods and
their variants resulted in films of proper quality but of differences in thickness and hardness
dependend on gas pressure, bias voltage, and on impact angle of the coating material.
Sputter deposited films have a relatively smooth surface. Arc deposited films show more
or less droplets, that are macroparticles emitted from the arc cathode. The degree of source
material poisoning (nitride formation) has some effect on the number and size of droplets
produced such that with increasing degree of arc cathode poisoning, and this happens at
higher N2-gas pressure, fewer and smaller droplets result.
Mainly the mechanical film properties as hardness, adherence and abrasion resistance are
influenced by many parameters, e.g. substrate material, surface roughness, surface pretreatment, temperature, and so on which are not considered in detail in this presentation.
Increasing the gas pressure improved in all cases the 3D coating uniformity. However, an
increase of the gas pressure from the 10-3 mbar region to about 10-2 mbar decreased more or
less strong the energy and modified the energy distribution of the coating material vapour
species of both, the arc source and the various magnetron sputter variants.
An increase in the gas pressure to about 10-1mbar decreased, the energies of the sputtered
coating material so strong that no high performance films could be deposited under such
conditions. In arc-source ion plating, however, the amount of coating material and its particle
energy is, even at about 10-1 gas mbar pressure, high enough to form proper films on unheated
substrates during reasonable times. In order to measure the insitu substrate current density in
the cathodic arc source deposition arrangement, in some experiments, the substrate holder was
replaced by an ion current probe.

3. Discussion/Conclusions
The magnetically forced and medium frequency pulse biased dc magnetron sputter
deposition variants, operating in the 10-3 mbar gas pressure range, showed a relatively large
amount of single and double charged positive ions with kinetic energies up to 55 and 95eV, as
consequence of the applied modifications.
Cathodic arc deposition, in the same gas pressure range of 10-3 mbar, showed a very high
number of such ions with energies up to more than 100eV, depending on the value of the
applied arc current.
However, at constant distance between source and substrate the higher gas pressure
increases also the number of energy reducing collisions of the coating-material vapour-species
with the gas molecules.
The arc source process, even when performed at high gas pressures of about 10-1 mbar,
showed a remarkable amount of ions with energies up to 75eV resulting in high performance
TiN films of quite proper 3D homogeneity. The arc source technique is able to increase film
thickness uniformity up to 3 times with respect to the traditional coatings if the samples are
mounted in a way that they do not influence each other.
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Table 1: Characteristic data of the different reactive deposition processes
PROCESS

ARC
EVAPORATION

PARAMETERS

DEGREE OF
IONISATION

PRINCIPAL IONS DETECTED
+

0 – 80eV

Ti

+

0 –110eV

Ti

++

0 – 80eV

+
2

0 – 50eV

N
Low pressure TiN deposition
-3
pN2 = 4*10 mbar
Arc current = 85A
Substrate bias = floating

high

N

+

ARC
EVAPORATION

TiN

0 –45eV

+

0 – 80eV

Ti

+

0 –110eV

Ti

++

0 – 80eV

+

0 – 40eV

N
Medium pressure TiN deposition
-2
pN2 = 1,3*10 mbar
Arc current = 85A
Substrate bias = floating

high

N2

+

ARC
EVAPORATION

TiN

0 –35eV

+

0 – 20eV

Ti

+

0 –80eV

Ti

++

N
High pressure TiN deposition
-1
pN2 = 1*10 mbar
Arc current = 85A
Substrate bias = floating

high

0 – 40eV

+

TiN
DC Magnetron
Sputtering
Magnetron
sputtering

Medium
frequency forced
DC Magnetron
sputtering

Low pressure TiN deposition
-3
1,5*10 mbar

low

Medium pressure TiN deposition
-2
1,5*10 mbar

low

Low pressure TiN process
-3
Ar: 3,2*10 mbar
-3
N2: 0,8*10 mbar
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+

+

+

+

+

+
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ENERGY
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++
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0 – 2eV
0 – 0,5eV
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+

+

+

++

+
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++
+
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Plume dynamics in the laser ablation of transition metal carbides
R. Teghil, L. D’Alessio
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A. Giardini Guidoni, A. Santagata
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1. Introduction
Carbides of the group 4 elements are refractory materials widely used as coatings in the
high temperature technology field for their chemical-physical properties. In fact these
compounds present a very high thermal stability and a noticeable resistance to corrosion [1,
2]. Various deposition techniques, such as chemical vapour deposition, plasma spraying and
ion sputtering, are commonly used to obtain carbides thin films but we have focused our
attention on pulsed laser ablation deposition (PLD). PLD technique is currently employed for
its capability to evaporate and to deposit every kind of material and it has shown to be
particularly useful for the deposition of coating of refractive materials with very high melting
temperature [3]. In spite of its good performances as deposition technique, PLD suffers from
the incomplete knowledge of the mechanisms leading both to the vaporisation of the material
and to its deposition on the substrate. In this paper we will summarise the results of the
analysis of the gas phase produced by laser ablation of titanium, zirconium and hafnium
carbides, with the aim to elucidate the ablation mechanism in this three systems.

2. Experimental
The experimental apparatus has been already described [4]. It consists of a vacuum
chamber equipped with quartz windows for laser beam inlet and in-situ optical analyses,
heatable substrate holder and rotating target support. The limiting pressure inside the chamber
was 1.0 x l0-4 Pa. The laser source was a frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser (λ = 532 nm, τ =
10 ns, 10 Hz repetition rate) impinging on the target with an incidence angle of 45 degrees
The characterisation of the gas phase was carried out by emission spectroscopy (OMAICCD system, EG&G, coupled to an ARC50 spectrograph by a bundle of 20 optical fibers),
optical imaging (ICCD camera, EG&G) and time of flight mass spectrometry (LAMMA 500,
Leybold). The spatial and temporal resolutions of the ICCD systems were 150 µm and 5 ns
respectively.

3. Results and discussion
The ablation rate, measured through the target weight loss, can give an indication on the
ablation mechanism involved in the laser-material interaction. Zirconium and hafnium
carbides show a linear dependence from laser fluence [4, 5] while titanium carbide has a
peculiar behaviour. In fact the plot is not linear and can roughly divided into three zones, I, II,
and III that in our hypothesis correspond to different ablation mechanisms [6]. In particular
zone I corresponds to a high temperature thermal vaporisation and zone II to a real ablation,
while at higher laser fluence (zone III) the laser spallation mechanism leads to the increase of
the ablation rate. On the contrary the linear plot obtained for ZrC and HfC should indicate a
single ablation mechanism.
The X-ray analyses of the films deposited on silicon substrates indicate that the films are
crystalline in the whole temperature range at middle and high fluences for titanium carbide,
while in the case of zirconium and hafnium carbides the crystallinity is fluence and
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temperature independent. The composition from XPS shows that the stoichiometry of the
titanium carbide films is TiC2 in the fluence zone I and TiC in the zones II and III [6], while
for the other carbides one obtains ZrC and HfC stoichiometry irrespective of the laser fluence
[4, 5].
Time of flight mass spectrometry, performed on plasma (plume) produced by the
interaction of the laser radiation with the target, confirms the differences between TiC and the
other two systems. In fact at laser fluence lower than 3 J/cm2 (zone I) the main component of
the TiC plasma, together with metal and carbon, is TiC2 but its importance decrease very
rapidly with the increasing of the fluence (zones II and III). On the other hand the dicarbide is
present in the gas phase from ZrC and HfC, but only in a small quantity whatever the fluence
might be [4, 5]. It is important to note that the metal dicarbide molecule is present in a small
amount in the gas phase produced by conventional thermal equilibrium vaporisation [7] and in
that conditions its abundance grows with the increasing of the temperature.
The ICCD imaging of the total emission of plasma produced from the three different
targets evidences strong differences between the shape of the plume of TiC and those of ZrC
and HfC. In fact at low laser fluence only one emission maximum is observed for all systems
while at laser fluence higher than 3 J/cm2 a second emission maximum appears in the case of
TiC, becoming more evident with the increase of fluence [5, 8]. The analysis of the emitting
species, resolved in space, frequency and time, has allowed to have indications about the
plume composition and dynamics. The main components of the carbide plumes are metal and
carbon atoms, both neutral and ionised, but double ionised (Ti++) particles are present only in
the case of TiC. An example of the velocity distribution of the different species is reported in
fig.1, where the velocity distribution curves for a) neutral and ionised hafnium, b) neutral and
ionised titanium is shown. In the first case the velocities are 1.1 106 cm/s 1.5 106 cm/s, in the
second 1.4 106 cm/s and 2.5 106 cm/s.

Fig. 1

Velocity distribution for: a) • Hf+, ο Hf b) • Ti+, ο Ti. The data were collected at 2.0 mm from the
target.

It is evident from the data that while for zirconium and hafnium the metal ions and
neutrals have quite the same velocity, in the case of titanium the situation is different and the
velocity of the ions is higher. If we match our emission spectroscopy results with those
obtained from ICCD imaging we could have an idea about the dynamic of the plume
expansion for the different systems.
In Fig. 2 the results for TiC plume, obtained at high laser fluence, are shown. The two
maxims found in the plume image are clearly related to neutral and ionised titanium atoms
travelling with different velocities and this is in good agreement with the results found for
other systems, such as aluminium nitride [3]. From these data the front of plume seems to be
due to the emission of C+ for all three carbides, while the comparable velocity of atoms and
ions found for hafnium and zirconium could be considered responsible for the presence of a
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single maximum in the plume of these systems. The velocity of the double ionised atoms,
found only in the TiC ablation, is about one order of magnitude higher than those of the
neutral particles.

Fig.2 ICCD image of the plume produced by laser ablation of a TiC target at a fluence of 11 J/cm2. The curves
rapresent the velocity distribution of the different species obtained by frequency resolved emission
spectroscopy. The values on the axis are in pixels.

The different gas phase characteristics for TiC, ZrC and HfC may be used to clarify the
film growth mechanism for these materials. In fact the gas phase the composition seems to
be the same for both systems at high fluences (zones II and III for TiC), the only difference
between the three systems being the energy of the ionised particles. If we consider that, from
TEM analysis, the first step of TiC growth is the formation of layers covering the whole
substrate surface, while the ZrC and HfC growth starts with the formation of islands
maintaining their structure also when the coverage is complete [9], the charged particles that
certainly impinge on the substrate with higher energy compared to neutral ones, could
interfere with the formation of large islands [10], that is the first step of columnar growth,
favouring the layer-by-layer growth.

4. Conclusions
The data summarised in this work have shown that the characteristics of the gas phase
produced by laser ablation of group 4 carbides can be correlated to the growth characteristics
of the deposited films. In particular the different film growth structure, columnar for ZrC and
HfC, layered for TiC, can be explained in terms of energy of neutral and charged particles
present in the plasma.
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Kinetics of ion/molecule reactions in Xe++acetone system.
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Abstract
A reaction of Xe+ ion with acetone and subsequent transformations of the product ions at
a buffer gas pressure (He) of 1.1 Torr were studied by the flow reactor technique mass
spectrometry. A kinetic scheme describing the evolution of the ionic composition has been
determined. The rate constants of the key reactions involved in the scheme have been
evaluated. A channel of the production of acetone cation in A state in a charge transfer
reaction was observed. A production of slowly reacting isomer of the acetone cation in
secondary reactions was detected. Its product in the reaction with acetone is the
"nonprotonated dimer".

Introduction
A reaction of Xe+ with acetone is interesting due to a very small difference in energy of
the excited long living A state of the acetone cation and the 2P3/2 state of Xe+. The
corresponding state to state charge transfer is exothermic only by 0.23 eV. The charge transfer
channel in which the acetone cation is produced in the ground state is exoergic by 2.47eV and
the internal excitation of the molecular cation is larger than the threshold of its dissociation
(equal to 1.7 eV) in which CH3CO+ and CH3 are produced.
Photoionization, photoelectron spectroscopy, photoelectron - photo ion coincidence
(PEPICO) 1-4 and collisional induced decay 5-7 studies indicate on an important role of the
production of the A state of acetone cation for subsequent fragmentation process. A detailed
review on the subject is given in works 7-8.
The main goal of the present work was to check if the acetone cations are produced in the
charge transfer and if the reactivity of the product ions differs from that measured by other
authors when the ion is produced in different ways.
Subsequent chemical transformations of the other product (CH3CO+ ion) are of interest. A
production of clusters of this ion with two (or more) molecules of acetone ligand may
compete with the rearrangement processes resulting in the production of the protonated dimer
of acetone and stable molecules C5H8O2 (probably 2,4 pentanedione or other isomers). The
rearrangement processes in ion clusters are not well studied up to date.

Experimental
The experiments were carried out using the flow technique reactor apparatus described
elsewhere 9-10. Primary Xe+ ions were produced in the ionizer by an electron impact. The
neutral adduct (acetone) was admixed to the flow via a capillary downstream. The
concentration of acetone was a varied kinetic parameter. The length of the reaction region L
was defined by the distance between the edge of the capillary and the orifice in the first
sampling cone. The calculated value of the effective time of reaction was equal to
0.866 10-3 s.

* E-mail address for contacts pavel@chph.ras.ru and misharin@chph.ras.ru
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Results
Fig. 1 presents the dependences of relative currents of the most intensive ions versus the
product [A]t where [A] is the concentration of acetone. The kinetics of the production of
ternary ions - [CH3CO+CH3COCH3] (m/e=101), CH3COCH3H+ (m/e=59) as well as the
production of ions of the fourth generation - [CH3CO+(CH3COCH3)2] (m/e=159) and
(CH3COCH3)2H+ was observed. It follows from Fig. 1 that the main product of the reaction of
Xe+ with acetone is CH3CO+ ion (m/e=43) while the other channel (production of the
molecular ion of acetone (m/e=58)) is less intensive.
1
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Fig. 1. Kinetic dependences of the relative
currents for the most abundant ions. The
solid line corresponds to the fit for a
decay of the primary ion.
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Fig. 2. Kinetic dependences of the relative
currents for some small constituents in the
ionic composition.
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Fig. 3. The scheme of main pathways of the ionic transformations.

Kinetic dependences of some small constituents are presented in Fig. 2. The ions with m/e
=116 are ascribed to the nonprotonated dimers of acetone (ion-radical), ions with m/e =118 to
the protonated dimers of acetone with one 13C atom, ions with m/e =119 to the clusters of the
mixed composition [CH3CO+CH3COCH3 H2O] formed due to the presence of water traces in
the buffer gas.
The scheme of the main pathways of ionic transformations is shown in Fig. 3. The values
of rate constants were determined from the fitting procedure. Expressions for ion currents
were obtained from the solutions of differential equations of chemical kinetics for ionic
concentrations in accordance with the given above scheme. The expressions were taken as
fitting functions for the experimental dependences of ion currents. The rate constants were
optimized parameters. In each procedure not more than two rate constants were determined.
While fitting the dependences for the tertiary ions and the ions of the fourth generation the
values of the rate constants determined in the previous fitting sessions for the primary and
secondary ions were used. The results are shown in Table 1.
Table 1.
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1
1 a)
1 b)
2
2 a)
2 b)
3
3 a)
3 b)
4
5
6

Effective binary rate coefficients at 1.1 Torr pressure of He for some processes
reaction
rate constant,
109 cm3 s-1
Æ products
1.88±0.06
+
+
Xe +Ac
Æ C3H6O + Xe
0.045±0.002
+
ÆCH3CO +Xe
1.81±0.07
products
0.84 ±0.05
CH3CO++Ac
AcH+ + CH2CO
0.29±0.03
(+He) CH3CO+Ac
0.45 ±0.05
products
0.49±0.04
+
+
CH3CO Ac + Ac
H (Ac)2 + products
0.22±0.08
+
(+He) CH3CO (Ac)2
0.26±0.4
+
CH3CO (Ac)2+Ac
products
0.25±0.8
C3H6O++Ac
products
0.54±0.03
AcH+ + Ac + (He)
(Ac)2H+ + (He)
0.88±0.1

Discussion
The main channel of Xe+ + (CH3)2CO reaction is the production of CH3CO+ ions. Only
2.5% of C3H6O+ ions are formed in a parallel channel. The secondary C3H6O+ ions cannot be
unambiguously attributed to the A state of the acetone cation. The determined rate constant of
the reaction of the charge transfer product ion with acetone does not differ much from
measurements of other authors. In some of those measurements C3H6O+ ion was formed by
electrons and photons whose energy was lower than the threshold of the production of the
cation in the A state.
For the other secondary ion (CH3CO+) a competition of slightly endoergic proton transfer
(38±4%) with the association (62±4% at 1.1 Torr of He) takes place.
A reaction of the ternary CH3CO+(CH3)2CO ion also has the association channel. Another
channel is a production of the protonated dimer of acetone ((CH3)2CO)2H+. The channel is
exoergic about 15 kcal/mole (the estimation is based on the difference in the binding energies
of the clusters (31 kcal/mole for ((CH3)2CO)2H+ and 12.5 kcal/mole for CH3CO+(CH3)2CO)
and a difference in the proton affinities of ketene and acetone taken equal to 3.2 kcal/mole). A
competition of an exoergic particle transfer process with an association channel is not typical
for ion/molecule reactions.
There is another thermochemically allowed channel of the reaction of CH3CO+(CH3)2CO
ion in which protonated acetone and a stable molecule C5H8O2 are produced. E.g. for the
CH3-CO-CH2-CO-CH3 product molecule (which requires minimal rearrangement of
particles) the reaction is exoergic about 12-13 kcal/mole. A detailed analysis of the kinetic
dependence of the ion current of protonated acetone shows that the contribution of the
channel is not significant (otherwise the kinetics of the ion of the fourth generation should be
imposed on the kinetics of the tertiary ion).*
The cluster CH3CO+((CH3)2CO)2 may be considered as a "metastable" ionic particle i.e. its
spontaneous reactive decay (whose ionic product is protonated acetone) is exoergic by several
kcal/mole. (It follows from the assumption that the clusterization energy for
CH3CO++(CH3)2CO process more than for CH3CO+(CH3)2CO + (CH3)2CO one.) A careful
analysis of the kinetic dependences shows that the time of the "reactive decay" is at least
longer than 10 ms.
* The analysis also shows that the dependence is not affected by the decay of the ((CH ) CO) H+ ions.
3 2
2
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The rate constant of the reaction of the CH3CO+((CH3)2CO)2 ion with acetone is about
0.25 10-9 cm3 s-1. The channels of the production of CH3CO+((CH3)2CO)3 and H+((CH3)2CO)3
ions are not significant (the intensities of the corresponding ion currents are too low to explain
the loss of the ion in the reaction). Thus the main ionic product of the reaction is the
protonated dimer of acetone i.e. same ionic product of the rearrangement channel of the
reaction of the precursor CH3CO+(CH3)2CO ion cluster with acetone.
Why does a collision of the CH3CO+((CH3)2CO)2 ion with acetone induce the production
of the protonated dimer of acetone? As a possible explanation the production of C5H8O2
neutral may be suggested. It is not clear why does this product is not produced efficiently in
the reaction of a smaller ion cluster. The effect may be attributed to also to a higher
exothermicity in the case of the larger cluster.
At [A]t > 3 10 9 cm-3 s an additional source of a production of C3H6O+ ions becomes
efficient (see Fig.2). It is not possible to identify the process resulting in the production of
these ions. The dependence does not show a decrease in the range. It may indicate that the
ions practically have a low rate of the reaction with acetone.
Thermochemical calculations show that the production of protonated acetone from acetone
cation is exoergic by 4.5 kcal/mole while the formation of the product from its isomer ( enolic
acetone cation whose energy level is by 14 kcal/mole lower) is endoergic. The only pathway
for the loss of the isomeric ion in reaction with acetone is the association reaction producing
nonprotonated dimer. The ion with m/e=116 was observed in our experiment see (Figure 2).
The loss of the dimer in the reaction with acetone takes place in an exoergic reaction in which
the protonated dimer of acetone is produced.
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On the efficiency of projectile energy deposition for potential and kinetic
electron emission from clean metal surfaces
HP. Winter, S. Cernusca, H. Stöckl and F. Aumayr
Institut für Allgemeine Physik, TU Wien, Austria

Recent years have seen important improvements for experimental studies of slow-ion
induced electron emission from atomically clean solid surfaces. These developments are of
great interest for a better understanding of the relative importance of the kinetic and potential
energy of slow projectile ions. Both energy contents can give rise to slow electron emission,
hence we speak of kinetic emission (KE) and potential emission (PE). Furthermore, the target
surface material and -topography are highly relevant for these emission processes, and in this
respect systematic investigations are still lacking. In general, our understanding of the
inelastic interaction of slow neutral, singly- and multiply charged projectiles with solid
surfaces is still far from satisfactory, since most of the published data in this field involves
target surfaces with not sufficiently well defined conditions (for a recent review, cf. /1/).
In our own recent studies we have concentrated on atomically clean target surfaces of both
metals and insulators. If such targets have a polycrystalline structure, they may contain
defects and their surface is usually rough, in which case the ion impact geometry is rather
poorly defined. This is not of much concern for PE which occurs dominantly above the
surface /1/, but is rather critical for KE which is initiated only after the ion has made close
surface contact. Therefore, better prospects are offered by atomically flat monocrystalline
target surfaces with grazing incidence of the projectile ions, which assures rather well defined
projectile trajectories. In this case the resulting electron emission can be conveniently studied
with the electron statistics technique which not only provides the absolute total electron yield
but also the statistical distribution of the number of emitted electrons from which additional
details of the mechanisms responsible for electron emission can be obtained /2/. Under such
experimental conditions, different projectile trajectories can be identified from their twodimensional imprint on a channelplate detector behind the impact region /3/. By using such
arrangements for slow ion bombardment of Au(111) and LiF(001) we could separate
contributions from PE and KE to the total electron emission. With such studies carried out
with different projectile charge states and -kinetic energies, a more detailed understanding of
the involved KE processes is obtained than just from the total yields, and even more can be
learnt if, in addition, the resulting projectile energy loss is measured by means of a time-offlight technique.
Especially interesting are studies where this projectile energy loss is measured in
coincidence with the electron emission statistics, as has been demonstrated for impact of
neutral hydrogen atoms on a LiF(001) surface /4/.
Whereas for low ion charge states the resulting total PE yield is proportional to the
involved potential energy of the projectile, for higher charged ions an increasing fraction of
the related potential energy will be spent for emission of fast Auger electrons and soft x-rays
which result from the recombination of transient inner shell projectile vacancies /5/.
Nevertheless it is remarkable that a rather large amount of potential energy (typically 100 eV)
is needed per emission of one slow electron. To better understand this poor efficiency of PE,
we need systematic measurements of the energy distribution of ejected electrons, preferably to
be carried out under similar well-defined projectile scattering conditions as described above.
Precise knowledge of these electron energy distributions is even more important for a
detailed understanding of the mechanisms responsible for KE from metal surfaces. So far, the
common belief was that the KE yield is more or less proportional to the electronic stopping
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power for the projectile in the target material /6/. However, recent theoretical considerations
in comparison with precise KE yield data have shown that at low projectile impact energy, i.e.
near the KE threshold, stopping due to the metal electron gas does not provide the dominant
KE contribution and thus other KE mechanisms had to be taken into account /7/. This is
especially important for heavy projectile ions, whereas for light projectiles stopping in the
target electron gas is most relevant for the total KE yield and only then a well-defined
(socalled classical) KE threshold can be observed. A recent comparison of the dependences of
total KE yields on the ion impact velocity for polycrystalline gold and graphite targets have
also shown the important role of the Fermi electron energy for this KE threshold /8/.
Another remarkable feature with respect to ion-induced electron emission is the excitation
of plasmons at the expense of the potential projectile energy, the signature of which can be
seen in the respective electron energy distributions /9/. Also here more systematic studies are
desirable in order to understand the reason for this "potential excitation of plasmons - PEP".
New ways to determine the amount of the projectile potential energy which is kept in a
target surface have recently been opened by measurements of the number of electron-hole
pairs created in a silicon detector /10/, and of the thermal energy deposited into a copper strip
target connected to a lN2 cooled microcalorimeter /11/. In both cases it was found that only
about 30-40% of the total potential projectile energy remain in the surface. If these findings
are compared with the relatively small amount of energy carried away by the PE electrons
(see above), a significant fraction of the total available potential energy is still missing.
In summary, new experimental techniques are now available for studying in more
systematic ways the deposition of potential and kinetic energy of slow ions impinging on well
defined target surfaces. A satisfactory explanation of the thereby involved projectile energy
balance can probably be obtained from the energy distributions of the ejected electrons which
take over a substantial amount of the initial projectile energy.
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Abstract
During the Texas Air Quality Study (TexAQS) 2000 ambient air samples were analyzed
on-board the NSF/NCAR ELECTRA research aircraft by two VOC measurement techniques:
1) an in-situ gas chromatograph named TACOH (Tropospheric Airborne Chromatograph for
Oxy-hydrocarbons and Hydrocarbons), operated by NOAA's Aeronomy Laboratory, and 2) a
chemical ionization mass spectrometer named PTR-MS (Proton-Transfer-Reaction Mass
Spectrometer) and operated by the University of Innsbruck. The sample protocols were quite
different for the two methods: the TACOH system collected air samples for 15-60 sec
(depending upon altitude) every 15 min, the PTR-MS system monitored selected VOCs on a
time-shared basis for 2 sec respectively, once every 4-20 sec, depending upon the number of
monitored species. Simultaneous measurements of acetaldehyde, isoprene, the sum* of
acetone and propanal, the sum* of methyl vinyl ketone and methacrolein (* PTR-MS does not
distinguish between isobaric species) and toluene show good agreement despite being
performed in the complex and highly polluted Houston air matrix.
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Direct and dissociative single electron capture in slow collisions
of He2+ with O2 and CO
M. Albu1, L. Mrazek2, F. Aumayr and HP. Winter
Institut für Allgemeine Physik, TU Wien, Austria

For the next generation of magnetically confined fusion plasma experiments, an important
part of the plasma heating will have to be provided by fast alpha particles resulting from D-T
fusion reactions. In a so-called burning fusion plasma these He2+ ions transfer their initial 3.5
MeV kinetic energy in series of elastic collisions to the deuterium and tritium fuel ions. After
having slowed down, they end up as "He ash" which needs to be removed from the plasma to
avoid inacceptable bremsstrahlung losses and dilution of the D-T fusion fuel. Removal of the
He ash occurs in so far not yet well understood collective plasma processes for which in the
outermost plasma region also atomic collisions between He2+ and neutral plasma constituents
might be of some relevance. In the plasma scrape-off layer (SOL) there are non-negligible
concentrations of hydrogen and oxygen molecules which result from particle- and radiationstimulated desorption from the first wall components.
In collisions of He2+ with molecular species, single elctron transfer (SEC) is a highly
probable process which may leave the product molecular ions in either bound or unbound
(dissociated) states. For a satisfactory understanding of the reaction kinetics and energy
balance in the edge plasma it is of interest to determine the absolute and relative importance
of these non-dissociative and dissociative SEC processes. For this purpose we can apply as
experimental method translational energy spectroscopy which determines the kinetic energy
change of the (nearly) forward-scattered charge-exchanged projectile ions. Since these ions
assume most of the inelastic energy loss or -gain from the relevant SEC reaction channels, the
latter can be identified in the respective translational energy spectrum (TES). By varying the
projectile ion scattering angle one may also select the related impact parameter range and
thereby enhance or suppress different SEC channels in relation to each other. Such
measurements have already been made for He2+ impact energies above 2 keV with molecular
targets D2, N2, O2 [1] and H2 [2], and recently also at lower impact energies with H2 [3], N2
and CO [4], respectively.
Our translational energy spectrometer provides an ion kinetic energy resolution of ≤ 200
meV and therefore permits, at least in principle, discrimination between different final
vibrational states for the SEC reactions of interest [5]. For SEC in collisions with relatively
slow doubly charged ions, the socalled "reaction window" [6] offers reliable guidance for
predicting the relatively most probable reaction channels, as demonstrated with both atomic
[7] and molecular target species [5]. The reaction window favours slightly exothermic SEC
reactions which are therefore most probably populated, whereas endothermic as well as
stronger exothermic SEC reactions are efficiently suppressed. This clear selectivity for the
SEC energy defect becomes less pronounced toward higher impact energy [4], however.
For the present measurements, the He2+ projectile ions have been produced from 4He gas
in a 5 GHz ECR multicharged ion source. We utilized the SEC reaction
He2+ + Ne → He+ (n=1) + Ne+ (2s2p6 2S)

(∆E = + 5.9 eV)

1 Permanent address: National Institute for Physics and Nuclear Engineering "Horia Holubei", RO76900 Bucharest-Magurele, Romania;
2 Postdoctoral visiting scientist from J. Heyrovsky Institute of Physical Chemistry, Academy of
Sciences of the Czech Republic, CZ-18223 Praha, Czech Republic.
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for calibration of the TES kinetic energy gain-/loss scale, by adding Ne gas to the molecular
target gas of interest into the collision cell of our translational energy spectrometer. If the
fraction of Ne in the target gas mixture is well known, this method also provides a rather
convenient way for determination of the absolute state-selective SEC cross sections for the
molecular target of interest, by way of comparison with the cross section for the above SEC
from Ne. The latter cross section can be very conveniently measured, because at low impact
energy the related SEC channel is the only one favoured by the reaction window and therefore
corresponds with good accuracy to the respective total SEC cross section. The latter on will
be measured in the further course of this work over the impact energy range of interest.
First results of our present study can be summarized as follows.
He2+ + O2 / Ne

TES have been measured at collision energies of 600, 800 and 1000 eV at 0° scattering angle.
The dominant SEC channel corresponds to an energy gain of 1.3 eV and is thus identified as
the non-dissociative SEC
He2+ + O2 (X3Σg-) → He+* (n=2) + O2+ (X2Πg)

(∆E = 1.3 eV).

A rather broad feature observed for energy gains ∆E between 6 and 10 eV corresponds to
reaction channels for dissociative SEC into He+(n=1) via
He2+ + O2 (X3Σg-) → He+ (n=1) + O2+* (various dissociative states).
We have also measured TES for collision energies of 600 to 1000 eV at a scattering angle of
0.2°. The same reaction channels as mentioned above were observed, but for the finite
scattering angle the non-dissociative SEC became slightly less important.
He2+ + CO / Ne

For this collision system TES were measured at impact energies between 600 and 1000 eV at
0° scattering angle. Here the non-dissociative SEC channel
He2+ + CO (X1Σg+) → He+* (n=2) + CO+ (X2Σ+)

∆E = - 0.4 eV

was already not observable despite its small endothermicity, which is in clear contrast to
similar measurements performed at only slightly higher impact energies [4].
Exothermic dissociative SEC
He2+ + CO (X1Σg+) → He+ (n=1) + CO+ (various dissociative states)
was only observable for energy gains ∆E between 6 and 15 eV. TES measured at scattering
angles of 0.2° and 1° showed a similar relative importance of the dissociative SEC from CO
with respect to the SEC from Ne as under exact forward-scattering conditions.
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Plasma diagnostics with electrostatic probes in the Reactive Low Voltage
Ion Plating process
T. Lechleitner, D. Huber, H.K. Pulker
Univ Innsbruck (A)

Summary:
The analysis of cold plasmas, which are used in thin film coating techniques, is mainly
important for the understanding of the correlation between the film properties and the plasma
(or the process) parameters. With the knowledge of these correlations, one is able to optimise
and eventually improve the coating processes for the production of films with certain
desirable properties. The plasma for the Reactive-Low-Voltage-Ion-Plating process is a cold
non-isothermal plasma produced by a low-pressure dc non-self sustained arc discharge,
controlled by two main parameters, the arc current and the total gas pressure in the chamber.
It shows, that the arc current is in a direct linear relation to the degree of ionisation and the
increase of the total gas pressure has a contrary effect.
The additional aim of this work is to show, that the usage of electrostatic probes for the
plasma analysis of deposition processes is a powerful tool to complete the common plasma
monitor measurements (energy analysing quadrupol mass spectrometer) and to improve the
understanding of industrially used plasmas.

Keywords:
Tribological coatings, TiN, Langmuir probe, Faraday Cup, Ion plating, RLVIP

1. Introduction:
The outstanding feature of the RLVIP-Process is a dense beam of ions from the
evaporation source and the gas inlet system to the substrate plane, which is responsible for the
growth of the film. These ions are mainly produced by electron impact interaction of the arc
discharge electrons with the evaporated film material. [1]
The RLVIP process is mainly controlled by two parameters:
1) The arc current between the hot
filament of the plasma source as the
cathode and the evaporation source as
the anode of the arc discharge.
2) The total gas pressure in the
recipient, consisting of Argon and a
reactive gas component, in this case
Nitrogen.
Variations of these parameters show
the relation between arc current and
total gas pressure respectively with the
density and the energy distribution of
the ions and electrons in the plasma.
Plasma density and energy distribution
of the ions are responsible for the
properties of the obtained films, such as
Fig.1: Schematic of a Balzers BAP 800,
their density and their mechanical stress.
equipped for a RLVIP Process
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2. Experiments / Results

Langmuir Probe measuring equipment:
The Langmuir probe consists of a cylindrical tungsten wire in a glass tube, which can be
moved linearly by a pneumatic system. The analysis system allows to follow the results online
and to make fast and accurate measurements.
Because of the fast pneumatic motion, the exposure time of the probe to the plasma is very
short. Therefore the contamination of the probe by the coating material is not problematic. A
gap between the tungsten tip and the glass shielding prevents a conductive connection
between the tip and the tube. The measured signal is filtered without harming the
characteristic on the basis of a fourier transformation, where specific disturbing frequencies
can be deleted well directed.
Faraday-Cup-Measurements:
A Faraday-cup is a special type of an electrostatic probe, which is used for ion beam
measurements. Instead of a current-voltage characteristic one measures a present ion beam in
the plasma, which doesn’t have to be induced by an attractive probe potential.
The used Faraday-cup consists of an electrode on top of the cup with three grids and a
magnetic field placed in front of the electrode. The magnetic field has the task to separate the
electrons from the much heavier ions, so that a beam of only ions reaches the electrode. The
grids are on different potentials, which allow measuring the ions energy selected, by putting
on a variable retarding voltage for the ions in front of the electrode.
After the separation of the electrons in front of the cup the ions pass the first grid, which is
grounded. Between the first and the second grid, a variable retarding voltage has to be
overcome by the ions. The third grid is put on a negative potential (–30V) in respect of the
electrode to prevent secondary electron emission. An incoming ion induces a positive charge
on the electrode, which is connected to ground. This positive charge ties an electron out of
ground for recombination. An Ampere meter detects this electron. The Faraday cup offers
high flexibility and can be positioned at different spots in the recipient. With an increasing
retarding potential the measured current decreases. By deriving the function of current over
increasing potential (dI/dUret) one gets the frequency of incoming ions of a certain energy
level (≅retarding potential).

a)

b)

Fig.2: a) Schematic of an Langmuir probe tip
b) Schematic of a Faraday Cup
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Variation of arc current
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Fig.3: a) Langmuir probe measurement: Electron density in dependence of arc current
b) Faraday Cup measurement: Ion current density in dependence of arc current

Variation of total gas pressure
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Fig.4: a) Langmuir probe measurement: Electron density in dependence of total gas pressure
b) Faraday Cup measurement: Ion current density in dependence of total gas pressure

3. Discussion/Conclusions
Variation of arc current (Fig. 3):
By increasing the arc current, more ionizing electrons are inserted in the plasma.
Therefore the electron density increases as well as the ion density. The result is a higher
degree of ionisation in the chamber. The relations between arc current and electron density as
well as ion current density are directly linear. Not only the degree of ionisation is higher but
also the local potential conditions in the recipient change. This leads to a higher acceleration
of the ions towards the substrate. The consequence is an increased mean energy of the ions in
the plasma and therefore a higher energy input in the films. As a result of these changed
conditions, the film density, as well as the intrinsic compressive stress in the films grows. [3]
Variation of total gas pressure (Fig 4):
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Increasing the total gas pressure raises the number of collisions in the plasma. This
decreases the mean free path of the plasma particles and a kind of thermalization of the ions
and neutral particles takes place. The high energetic part of the plasma components decreases,
which causes a decrease of the mean energy of the plasma components (electrons and ions).
It is known that the film density is directly correlated to the amount of high energetic ions
in the ion beam, whereas the intrinsic compressive stress is correlated to the total energy input
in the films [2]. Therefore an increase of the total gas pressure in the recipient decreases film
density and the compressive mechanical stress in the films [4].
Another effect is a delocalisation of the locally higher-pressure areas in front of the
evaporation source. This has the consequence that ionisation processes take place in a larger
volume and not only directly above the evaporation source. The relation between gas pressure
and electron density, as well as ion current density shows an exponential decrease (Fig 4).
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Fragmentation and reactivity of energy-selected ferrocenium ions
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While investigations on the reactivity of excited bare metal ions ("state-selective
reactivity") has been a significant advance in gas phase organometallic chemistry [1], little is
known about the dependence of fragmentation and reactivity of ionic metal complexes with
their internal energy. In this study, we present results concerning the dissociation of stateselected ferrocenium ions (c-C5H5)2Fe+ commonly called Cp2Fe+, as well as their reactions
with methanol and ethanol. It is interesting to get more information about the
thermochemistry and the reactivity of ferrocene Cp2Fe and derived ions for different reasons :
first it is known to be a very efficient smoke inhibitor in flames [2,3], secondly the Cp
(cyclopentadienyl) ligand, widely used in organometallic chemistry, might vary its
complexation mode (5, 3 or 1 atoms) with internal energy.
In this study parent ions Cp2Fe+ are produced by VUV photoionization of neutral
ferrocene using synchrotron radiation (Super-ACO, Orsay), and selected in internal energy by
threshold photoelectron-photoion coincidences (CERISES experimental setup [4,5]). Briefly,
the apparatus is divided into three differentially pumped regions: the source, the reaction and
the detection zones. In the source, state-selected parent ions are formed and can be selected in
mass by a first quadrupole filter. State-selected ions are then injected in the second zone
which is a RF octopole ion guide where reactions can occur in a collision cell filled with the
target gas. In the third zone, either fragment ions or reaction product ions are mass analysed
by a second quadrupole filter and detected by microchannelplates. In addition, the long flight
time in the octopoles (several hundreds of microseconds) allows studying long-lived
metastable ions.
In the study of ferrocenium ion dissociation, several kinds of measurements were
performed.
- First, total mass spectra were recorded at different photon energies.
The fragmentation channels are summarized in the Table, as well as the percentage of the
observed fragments in the total mass spectrum at a photon energy of 13.75 eV. In addition to
the main CpFe+ and Fe+ fragments, several minor fragments are detected such as C10H10+•,
which reflects the formation of a C-C bond between the two Cp ligands. Losses of CH3, C2H2
and C4H4 also indicate that important structure rearrangements take place before cleavage.
- The appearance energies of each mass-selected fragment ion were measured by
recording fragment ion yields as a function of photon energy. Surprisingly, all fragments were
found to have the same energy onset, i.e. 13.2 eV photon energy, except for C3H3Fe+ (m/z
95). For Fe+ ions, a sharp increase was observed at 17 eV, above the thermochemical onset of
Fe+ + 2 Cp . The 13.2 eV appearance energy of Fe+ is thus assigned to the formation of Fe+ +
C10H10. The thermochemistry of the ferrocenium ion is not well established; the CpFe+--Cp
bond energy is evaluated to 3.7 eV [6] or 3.9 eV [7].The CpFe+ ion experimental onset at 13.2
eV is at 6.55 eV above the Cp2Fe IP, i.e. about 2.5 eV above the estimated thermochemical
onset. This important difference may be attributed either to a dissociation barrier or to kinetic
shift.
- In order to evaluate the kinetic shift, coincidence mass spectra have been measured in
two different time ranges, by using either the quadrupole mass filter mounted at the exit of the
source (detection time in tens of µs) or the quadrupole mass filter mounted after the octopole
ion guide (detection time in the hundreds of µs). A shift of the crossing points of the
breakdown curves clearly demonstrates the presence of long-lived metastable ions. Figure 1
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shows the breakdown curve recorded by the second quadrupole mass filter for the major ions.
In this diagram, parent ion lifetimes can be derived in the considered energy range. Results
are reported in Figure 2, as well as lifetimes measured from time-of-flight spectra.
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Figure 1 : Breakdown curve of C10H10Fe+, restricted to the most important fragments CpFe+ and Fe+.

Table : Major fragmentation products of ferrocenium ion.
Mass
186
121

Fragment ion(a)
C10H10Fe+
(Cp2Fe+, parent)
C5H5Fe+
(CpFe+)

56

Fe+

171
160
134
130
95

C9H7Fe+
C8H8Fe+
C6H6Fe+
C10H10+
C3H3Fe+

Neutral loss

Appearance %, spec. mass
threshold (eV) 13.75 eV (b,c)

%, coïncid.
13.75 eV(d)

-

6.65

84.2

0

C5H5

13.2

11.5

81

C10H10
2 C5H5
CH3
C2H2
C4H4 ?
Fe
C5H5 + C2H2

13.2,
17.0
13.2
13.2
13.2
13.2
17.3

1.9

8

0.6
0.5
0.2
0.5
0.1

5
3
3
2
0

(a) Very minor fragments are found at m/z 158 and 128; their relative intensity increases with increasing photon
energy.
(b) Proportion of the considered ion in the mass spectrum, at photon energy Ei = 13.75 eV.
(c) For Ei = 11.5 eV (with LiF cutoff for photons > 12 eV), the parent is the only detectable ion.
(d) Proportion of the considered ion in coincidence with threshold electrons (relative to the sum of ions in
coincidence with threshold electrons), at photon energy Ei = 13.75 eV.

- The CpFe+ time-of-flight spectra exhibit two peaks, corresponding to the time-of-flight
of the expected fragment and of the parent respectively. The latter corresponds to ions which
fragment during their pathway between the source and the detector. Let us note that
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dissociation lifetime measurements reported in the literature [6,8], also shown in Figure 2,
have some ambiguity in the internal energy assignment.
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Figure 2: Fragmentation rate constant of Cp2Fe+ : ♦ from the fragmentation diagram, • from the time-of-flight
spectra, Literature : | [6]  [8] –– RRKM fit [6]

Besides the evidence of a kinetic shift, two arguments seem to indicate the presence of a
barrier and a rearrangement prior to dissociation : all fragments have the same appearance
energy within experimental errors, secondly fragments such as C10H10+ demonstrate the
recombination between the two Cp ligands.
The rate-determining step is thus most probably an isomerization of Cp2Fe+, which
implies that the Cp loss is not a simple bond cleavage as previously supposed [6,8]. Figure 2
shows a RRKM fit calculated by Faulk and Dunbar [6], assuming a loose transition state. It
does not fit well our experimental data. Further RRKM modelling, as well as structure
calculations for the transition state, are now necessary to understand the ferrocenium ion
dissociation which appears to be much more complex than previously stated.
The reactivity of ferrocenium ion with methanol and ethanol has been investigated as a
function of photon energy. It gave quite unexpected results. While no reaction occurs at lower
photon energies, several reaction products appear at 13.0 eV photon energy, very close to the
fragmentation threshold. It was checked that these ions are really products from the parent ion
Cp2Fe+, since reaction of each of the different mass-selected fragments with the alcohol leads
to different products.
Only one product ion, m/z 201 ("Cp2Fe(CH3)+"), comes from single collisions. It is
formed in both reactions with methanol and with ethanol.
Several other products appear at the same threshold, mainly m/z 217 ("Cp2Fe(OCH3)+")
for methanol and 231 ("Cp2Fe(OC2H5)+") for ethanol. Their non-linear increase with
increasing reactant gas pressure indicates that their formation involves several collisions.
The observed particular reactivity of the ferrocenium ion just below its fragmentation
threshold seems to show that only metastable ions are reactive. It suggests that in order to
either dissociate or become reactive, ferrocenium ions have first to isomerize. In order to
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check this hypothesis, further work is necessary, in particular ab initio calculations of possible
isomers.
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